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ON THE NATURE OF THE AGING PROCESS 

This communication postulates a hypothetical biological process that 

might account for the phenomenon of aging, as it manifests itself in mammals 

for instance . The theory derived from it seems to be consistent with all 

facts, known so far . We postulate that the process of aging consists in 

the "inactivation" of large pieces of the chromosomes of the somatic cells 

by random "aging hits" . If we were to postulate - on the contrary - that 

the aging process consists in a sequence of independent gene mutations of 

the chromosomes of the somatic cells, then we would be lead to conclusions 

which are not consistent with established facts . We specifically assume 

on this occasion that a whole chromosome of the somatic cell - rather 

than, say, one -half of a chromosome - is "inactivated" in an aging hit. 

By inactivation of a piece of a chromosome (or a whole chromosome) 

we mean a process which will render that piece of the chromosome (or 

that whole chromosome) inactive, in the sense that the genes it contains 

are incapable of producing the corresponding specific gene products . I t is 

not necessary, and perhaps not permissible, to ass~e that the "inactiva

ted" piece of the chromosome could not duplicate itself,if the cell 

containing it were to duplicate
1

or that it would remain inactive after 

such a duplication . 

We assume that not all genes are needed for the proper functioning of 

the somatic cells of t he adult . The genes needed by the somatic cells we 

designate as vegetative genes . A mutant form of a vegetative gene, if it 

is incapable of producing the specific gene product, we designate as a 

"fault" . We postulate that a somatic cell remains functional in the course 

of aging as long as, out of each pair of homologous vegetative genes, at 

least one of the two genes remains competent as well as active . A somatic 

cell ceases to be functional when one of the genes is incompetent and the 

other becomes inactive . From these assumptions it follows that when a 

chromosome suffers an aging hit, the somatic 



The somatic cells of the hlll!mn female contain m ~ 2.3 pairs of homologous crl.I'omosomes o 

Let us now consider a female who has inherited r faults. If none of the pairs of 

homologous chromosomes contain more than one fault - a condition likely to be fulfilled 

if r is small compared to m = then we may write fer the "survivingtr frac·Uon of he:r 

somatic cells a:_ a given age _ f .,_ IJ11. -A _ fi f 
(1) 1=[1-(1-e)] . e 

-? J k f =("ffl-/t )~[!- f ;-e ~ J ~ -,.,? J 
or 

(2) 

l'there J designates the average number of hits per chromosome8 so tha-t. we have 
/ ~.e7AZ.,. 

(3) f -= 2. '??~_ ?:-
....--.,._ 

• l is the average time interval between two subsequent aging hits 
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cell ceases to be functional if the homqlogous chromosome has previously 

suffered an aging hit, or if it contains a fault . 

Because the total number of aging hits, suffered by the chromosomes of 

the somatic cell, increases with age, the "surviving" fraction f of the 

somatic cells falls with increasing age. We postulate that there is a 

critical "surviving" fraction f*, for which the probability becomes very 

large that the individual may die within a year . Young adults may be 

assumed to have a considerable reserve in somatic cells and we assume 

that f*, the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells at the age of death, 

might lie somewhere between 1/3 and 1/12 . 

Unless an individual is exposed to ionizing radiation which induces 

faults in the chromosomes of his somatic cells we may assume that 

the faults contained by the chromosomes of his somatic cells were inherited. 

Accordingly, all of his somatic cells contain the same faults . Gene 

mutations might occur in the chromosomes of the somatic cells of an 

individual during his lifetime and a certain fraction of the mutant 

genes thus arising may represent faults, but we assume that we may neglect 

them for our purposes . 

The somatic cells of the human female contain m = 23 chromosome pairs . 

For a female who has inherited r faults we may write for the "surviving" 

fraction of her somatic cells at a given age Al 

(l) 1 = [z •eJ(I-i1) -t i2fl~ [t- ef + e_
2

f J 
or ¥ - f -2 f] 
(2) en_ f = ~ .tn. [1 - (1- e ) J + ;t tn- [! - e- + e. 
where J designates the average number of hits per chromosome 

(3) 
I 

r
L is the average time interval between two subsequent aging hits , 
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suffered in toto by the m pairs of homologous chromosomes contained in a 

somatic cell. We may call t h is average time interval 7:" the basic time 

interval of the aging process . We assume that ~is characteristic for 

the species and does not differ from individual to individual . 

For small values of j we may write from (2.) 

ln_.L 'l 3 +/t(j-j2.) (4) - ?Yt(f-j) 
f 

and if we vary J we may write for a fixed value of f from (4) 

d"l. ~ 1-f f +f(t-§)- r-t+t: )J~ (5) d~ / 

Where~ designates the average number of aging hits suffered in toto by 

the chromosomes of a somatic cell, i.e . we have 

(6) X= 
At h igh ages and for small values of r where we have 

we may write, in the first approximation, from (5) 

(7) 
I =--

~<<I 
~ 

The value of theqsurvivingqfraction f of t he somatic cells at a given 

age depends on r, t he number of faults inherited by the individual, 

~r a fixed value of f = f*, t he theory thus establishes a relationsh ip 

between r and tr, the age at death. Women who have inherited a small 

number of faults r die
1
according to the views here adopted~at h igh ages, 

so that we have ::- <: < !rAnd in this case we may write for f*, t he 

Hsurvivingufraction of t eir somatic cells at t he age of death, in the 

first approximation, 

(8) 
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and 

(9) 

For the genetically perfect female for wh om we have r = o, we desig 

nate the age at death with t
0

• We shall call t 0 the 
1~ife spanijof t he 

species and we may write from (9) for t he age of death . 

(10) 

From this it may be seen that t he addition of one fault to the genetic 

make-up of an individual shortens the life of that individual by ~ 

years, so that we may write for t he life shortening ~lt 

(11) 

Accordingly, an adult whose genetic make-up contains one fault more than 

that of another adult, ha s a life expectancy which is shorter by?::-"' 

years, the basic time interval of the aging process . This holds in t he 

approximation of the t heory wh ich assumes 

The average number of faults per person in t he population we designate 

~ n and we assume t ha t t he faults are distributed in the population at 

random . The distribution of t he number of faults, r, in the population 

is t hen given by t he Poisson distribution wh ich gives the probability for 

each value of r, for integra l values of r . 

Because it is more convenient to think in terms of a continuous dis-

tribution of the ages at death than of a discontinuous distribution, we 

replace the Poisson distribution by a smooth continuous function of r, 

P(~) . For a cohort (a group of persons born in t he same year), in wh ich 

the faults are distributed at random, we write for the number of deaths 

per year per person born/ 
dk. -72,1 -'h. 

J{tt_) o( I< 
(ll cL) D (1-h_ flAYL j =- - d -t e. dt 

KilN~ or, in the firs t approxima. tion 

(l~j })(~-'L ) ~ I 'Pft) _ _l_ rn.ti e-"'-
~ '?:" ]rt7'~) 
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wherel represents the Gamma function (which for integral values of r 
i -t: 

assumes the values of r!) and where we have A= ?:-
._Jt.<) 

This formula\may be used only for small values of ~~It says 

that the number of deaths per year, as a function of age, follows an 

"inverted" Poisson distribution, where small values of r correspond to 

high ages at death. 

By fitting, for a given value of r, this theoretical formula, between 

the ages of 70 and 90, to t he observed number of deaths per year, given 

by the U. S. Life Tables (1949 - 50 Census) for wh ite females, we obtain 
f?,fl' 

v;;:;: T= years . We may correct t h is value for t he non-

genetic scattering of t he ages at death, which manifests itself in the 

mean difference of t he ages at death (about 3 . 5 years) of identical 

female twins . We obtain for the value of 1:' t hus corrected 

(13) 

Further, by determining t he value of n, for wh ich (12 ) , giving the 

number of deaths per year, best fits the data of t he Life Tables -

between t he ages of 70 and 90 - we obtain /'Yl. > 2. • 

We may obtain an upper limit for n by reasoning as follows : 

According to t he U. S . Life Tables t he maximal number of dea t hs per year 

occurs for white females between t he ages of 80 and 81 . Using t h is 

information, we may write on the basis of our t heory, by substituting in (8 ) 

(14) 

It may t hen be seen from (8) that for values of f* for wh ich we have 

*'" I 
-{ 7 /2. we obtain n < Lf • 

For n = 2 . 5 we obtain r = 6 years and for the corresponding value of 

/*, we obtain from (8 ) ~~ j_ In our discussion below we shall 
,.-;-.- 6 

assume for 1.. the value (~ 6 years . 

Exposure to ionizing radiation may be assumed to induce gene mutations 
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both in the chromosomes of the somatic cells and of the germ cells of t he 

gonads . Thus our theory leads us to expect that exposure of a population 

of mammals to ionizing radiation will shorten t he lives of those exposed 

and also that it will shorten the lives of the adults in the offspring . 

In the case of exposed animals it is conceivable that t heir life is 

shortened1 not only t hrough the induction of gene mutations in t he chromo-

somes of their somatic cells by the ionizing radiation,but perhaps also 

through some other effects of the ionizing radiation on t heir somatic 

cells, which may involve the chromosomes or some other components of the 

cell. Among such effects migh t be the breakage of chromosomes which may 

lead to the loss of a chromosome . However, the theory here presented 

does not cover the life shortening effect of ionizing radiation which is 

due to causes other than the induction of gene mutations in the somatic 

cells of the chromosomes. If we may disregard such other effects, then 

we may compute the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells of an exposed 

female .. on the basis of the faults induced in the chromosomes of her 

somatic cells by the ionizing radiation. For a genetically perfect 

female who is exposed to a dose of ionizing radiation which induces, on t he 

average, p faults per somatic cell, we may write for the "surviving" 

fraction of somatic cells '~ . 

I [ -j T(Jif.)~ - f -.2 'J~ 
(ls > =- ~ e e ( 1 - e ) -r e. ~ 
or for sma 11 values of ~1, "nt. and ~~ <:: <.. I we may write, 

in analogy to (8) 

(17) 

where ~~is the age of death of a genetically perfect female who was 

exposed to a dose of ionizing radiation that induced an average of p 

faults in the chromosomes of her somatic cells. 

I 
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On the basis of~umptions stated above, we may say that, per fault 

induced, the life shortening of the exposed population and t h e life 

shortening of the adult offspring of the exposed population are the same -

in the first approximation . 
for the life shortening llt 

In this approximation, we may write from('() 

1:-' / 
(18) At:~ b -L:C 

to .= ----- -

We shall call this 
I{- to V ¥~ k ljfJt-1 

+ 1m_ Y'f* 
ratio to the "specific life sh ortening" . As one 

may see from (~) the specific life shortening is roughly inversel~ 

proportional to~. Accordingly, one may expect the specific life 

shortening for the Chinese hamster, for instance, which has m - 11 pairs 

of homologous chromosomes, to be about twice as high as for t he dog, whic 

has about m = 39 pairs of homologous chromosomes - provided that t he 

number of their vegetative genes, and the mutability of their genes (for 

the ionizing radiation used) are about the same. 

From the point of view of our theory, we are on a much firmer ground 

if we predict the life shortening of the adult offspring of an irradiated 

population1rather than t he life shortening of the irradiated population 

itself . Clearly in t he former case we have to consider only gen~ 

mutations or the de let ion of one1 or sever a 11 genes . 

Our theory establis es a relationship between the life s ortening 

~~expressed in days per rep~of the adult offspring of t he irradiated 

population and the dose L)o that induces as many mutations in t he off-

spring as will arise through spontaneous mutations in one generation . We 

shall refer to !J0 as the "doubling dose" . According to our theory we have 

(19) D 0 = _2;-rP__,t __ 9-="' _3_)( -~-~_s-__ 
t/~ v~ ~ 
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wherej-l-t is the tota 1 spontaneous mutation rate of the haploid sets of 

genes . N1 is the haploid number of vegetative genes and Nt is the 

haploid number of all genes . In deriving (19) we have neglected the 

induction by X-rays of chromosome deletions which cover more than one 

gene . 

A reasonable set of values for Man might be as follows : 

~= 0 . 2S; ~ 6 days per rep (for single doses of X-rays of the order 

of SO rep); ~~= 1/6; n = 2.S . This set of values would give D0 = 36~. 

--(for single doses of X-rays of the order of SO rep) . 

If the population were exposed, generation after generation, to the 

doubling dose, D0 , the load of faults would double . This means that 

the life expectancy of the average female would be reduced by n~ years . 

Assuming n = 2 . S the average life shortening of the female population 

'"~ would amount tS\lS years . If we assume n to be larger than 2 . S, t h is 

estimated value would have to be increased; it goes up with Vn. 
It would take ~ ~~= 2S generations of such radiation 

2jLt- N, 
exposure to increase the present load of faults by 63% . 

We may define the physiological age for a cohort of genetically 

identical females on the basis of their age specific mortality . According 

to our theory the physiological age of a female is equal to the chrono

logical age of a genetically perfect female who has the sameHsurvivingp 

fraction of somatic cells. 

There are a number of specific phenomena which generally accompany 

senescence. Among these are,for instance,the graying of the hair, the 

loss of accomodation of the eye, and the loss of the ability to bear 

children . On the basis of our theory it is possible to determine which 

of the phenomena belonging to this class, (if any), have their onset 

determined by the physiological age as defined above . This may be done 

by exposing a population of mice , for instance, to ionizing 
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radiation and by observing in the adult offspring t he reduction of life 

expectancy,as well as t he age of the onset of the various phenomena wh ich 

generally accompany senescence . According to our theory the physiological 

age of the offspring is increased by the faults induced . We may conclude 

from (5) that the amount by which the physiological age is increased, per 

fault induced, increases with increasing age. For very young animals 

the increase per fault induced would be very small and towards the end of 

life it would amount for Man, or mice, to about 6% of the life span . If t he 

physiological age should determine the onset of the graying of the hair, 

the loss of the accommodation of the eye, or the loss of the ability to 

bear children, then the age of manifestation would be advanced in the 

offspring of an irradiated population by an amount, per fault induced, 

which can be computed on the basis of our theory. This amount depends 

somewhat on the age at which the phenomenon manifests itself. The 

advance is somewhat smaller (by about 10%) for phenomena which normally 

manifest themselves at middle age, rather than at high ages . 

It appears likely tb~t the most stringent test of our theory may come 

from observations focused on the adult offspring of an irradiated 

population. Arrangement for animal exper~ents along these lines are now 

under discussion . 

The results here given represent a crude approximation of the 

predictions of our theory, and the qualifications which have to be made, 
(1) 

are presented in a more detailed paper which is in press . 

December 9, 1958 

(1) Proceedings Nat. Acad . Sc . (U . S . A.) 

Leo Szilard 
Enrico Fermi Institute of 
Nuclear Studies 
The University of Chicago 
Ch icago 
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~ 1. 
~ ------------(Introduction 

This paper regresents an attempt to describe a hypo

thetical biological process 

rnc-ompetent, 

~s pf "ve~etativeJ' 

ci-e::'rcri'bed fUI ther lJe:tOW") 
"'-.(:z::}":':::~:£:$~i' )ti~~ ' 

,Aging manifests itself in much the::~~~. 
same general manner in all mammals and we should be in the position 

to learn enough about the aging of mammals to be able to test 

the validity of a theory that leads to predictions of a quantita-

tive kind - as does the theory here presented. , 
~~14~ 

We know that a gene is responsible for the ~ptom2 of c, -~'1-v~v·• 
~ specific protein molecule , which in many cases has ~specific 

~}enzymatic activity. When we speak in the following of a 
fTf7 tvv~(._ 

mutantj~ncompetent, form of a gene, we designate ~•ra9y an 
~ 

altered form of ~ne )whioh might still be - capab ~ tbe~~ng l' o"'' ~ ;;::;c 
:;tome pr-O-tein molecule-) hu.t which .A-as become- ~competent to syn- . ,c:· 

J-4 ~~')11 _<..jffl• ~.- /6r:R:-, t ,.... I fi( r.f # '•- 'J •
1
1" # / 

thesize ~rpro~ein molecule having~ re~1i~ed spec~f4c_a~~vi~~. 
t,A./f 4 ~ •. .,.. ~ • .itt.: \. .-~ J' It 

Our theory assumes that the elementary step in the process 

of aging is an 
11
ag ing hi t(11re:::S"e~'f/P ~om ::.a~·:::: which 

/1 II 
destroys a chromosome of the somatic cell 1 in the seJlse that it 

.J(.."*'t -;J;;t;: ~ ~vltr~-.,.~--s ~ ~ 
renders ~(Don-competent - even though ~\"~Y not destroy 



competent, we 

xexe are made non-competent, 

11 
the individual 

fraction of the somatic cells of an individual, approaches some 

\b II~"" tf 
crit_fCai ~ f, the probabili% that the individual may die 

with,/.Y'period of ~ar ~-~~f~ lf'S~ r •" Because the young mammalian organism may be assumed to 
,.l t/1 

have a large functional reserve, we ~ ssume that the surviving 

fraction of the somatic cells of an indif.idual may fall quite 

substantial~y before the organism loses~city to live ~~J 
i:e!·din~e,::;t?s1tit;, ~~a~~ y; ~ J 

.... 1 tt:),:~: ... iC ~ ~-t l/~1 ~ ·~- 0: ~ • - , ~ 
,_ ~ ~ ~-9 

(l) I ~-a·Ol - ~ 1/ . 
...,..,....., ~ 

......... 
~ 

or 

Fortunately the tfieof'y, Only t:n 

~ 
e;n.t-a:r>s intO" ow• equa-tim'l& a~~ 
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the particular 
~..,.;-? 

the 'e;~ue r. * 
"critical value, f," 

will shift as we go from the crudest form of the theory, which 
/4-: !).., 

we shall discuss first, .asQ ~ less crude form of the theory, which 

we shall discuss thereafter. 

____ In the crudest form of the theory, we shall assume that 

an adult does not die of natural causes until the surviving 

fraction of his somatic c~lls comes very 
1
close to the critica1 

J~ /~I jl v~ :'q 1- ,, / { lj:i/'i' , / c. r < .. ' 
fraction f* and that ·the perseE dies/ within ~\y. eear in which 1 

~~ ~b 
~is surviving fraction reaches the critical fraction f*. ~n its 

crudest form, the theory postulates that the age at death is uniquely 

determined by the genetic makeup of the individual . ;J'clearly, this 
~· i 

cannot be strictly speaking tru~~~f it were true identical 

twins would die within one year of each other~ ~ fact, the mean 

i~ erence of the ages at death for female identical twin~ ~ 
J~r: :":"! •> /; '0 ,,. c--

about~ years. Thif d1sc:eepancy be tween the eFrbld.'i theory auQ. 

- thlii o~r\kd:.fae-'5/arises from the failure of the crude theory 

to take into accout that in a cohort of identical individuals 

the number of deaths per year may be expected to rise as a 

continuous function with 

an appreciable number of 

otherwise states, our discussion here relates 

to Man and, in particular, to the female of the species~ 
- -- --

In the case of Man , the somatic cells of the female 

conta~~ pairs of homologous chromosomes.~he theory assumes 
4.. 

that in a genetically perfect female, i .e., ~ female whose 

genetic makeup conta i ns every gene in two fully competent copies, 

a somatic cell remains functional as long as at least one chromosome/ 
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out of each pair of homologous 
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~ 
~h~~r in a genetically perfect female, a somatic cell ceases to 

be functional when, in any of the 23 pairs of homologous chromo-

/( I( - // J 
somes, both chromosome~ suffer a hit. We shall next turn to the ~ 

11~' ~~~ /. It II 
~of bhe a~~g ~FeCQ~on the survivJfal of somatic cells in 

females who are not genetically perfect, i .e.~~etic 
1'?1-

up contains mutant forms of genes. 

erhaps, genes cairied by 

"-M.a.n/ There m~e ~a much larger number of specific D.N.A. 

molecules which are 

those 

~iiGe: if -
. ~~~ ~~?'·__./~ 

a mutanvrform. tpAn individual who is a ~eterozygote for 
~~.L.~ 

~a mutant gene might ~ not (be handicapped foP life under 

the conditions prevailing at present in the United States, Where 

essentially no adult dies for lack of food or shelter and no 

adult has a reduced propensity to procreate because of his 

inability to provide food or shelter for his offspring. But, 

such a heterozygote wo8ld have been handicapped(according to our 

definition of the term ••gene ~ under conditions which were prevalent 

in the past - up to recent time~present, presumably low, 

abundance of mutant forms of genes in the population is due to 
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individual which results in a handicap for life - under conditions 
0 ..::Js _,., 

which were prevalent in the past.i1we sa&~~that among the 

5~000~r lO,OO~genes, there is a minority of genes, perhaps 1~000 
or 2~000, which are important for the functioning of the somatic 

IJ 
cells of the adult . We shall call these genes vegetative genes 

u u Jl 
and a mutant form of such a gene we shall designate as a fault. 

Of the remainder of the genes, we shall assume that they are 

irrelevant for the functioning of the somatic cells of the adult 

organism. ~Concerning the gegetative genes, we postulate that 

the presence of a competent copy of every one of the vegetative 

genes is necessar presence of one competent copy 

of each such gene ahe proper functioning of a 

somatic cell of the adul 

From these assumptions it follows that in a female who 

is not genetically perfect, a somatic ?ell ~,omes non-fun~tional 
r-~-t~, t! (~ '/'& ... '11•4/ t,.G.. - • - ~ 

when a chromosome is 4eetire)ed i'fi tl:Hi ~ili?ic~ils ef aging, ~e"id"ed 

that the homologou~ chro~some contains ~ fault . l 
0"l "6:;; ~~-,.~f /'?dJ£ ~ ~~--/l;;t~~--JI"':·t 4--~--:..--

. aee~~ee et' t};:}i ilr ti're theui'y here :p.resecled attrHrttte.:f · 

th~tic reason why some adults live shorter and other live 

lon~~ ~renee in the number of4faults~~~~R~ 
~etig ~Up~~e shall assume that the faults are distributed 

at random in the population and we shall .thus be able to compute, 

from the mean number of faults per!;~~d~ ~1.:~~-e~ 
the distribution of the_~~t 88&tAB ia ~ with n -

· ~ fw.e shall be led to .concl11de that 
It( -~P~f.e 

n is « imall Number and ~at we ·• 

have, 

led to adopt n = 2.5 as a r asonable val e 

on assuming 
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The Surviving Fraction of the Somatic Cells htHt 1 ltw *'~r •elf 

/1 /1 
We shall now proceed to compute the surviving fract i on of 

the somatic cells of a female~ who has inherited r faults, as 

a function of her ~hPeaelogiga.! age. Fwe shall =~he 

~a"&f=:::::n=::::: 
-for t~ignating tl>.io Pah u:i~li 

2 
:f ,f. ~ 

~~ ~ ~ the average number of aging hits 

~e~~ffiosome contained in the somatic cell of an 

individual ~ ~ ~ ~k 

(l) 2 -::. ..L 
5 'l-~ 

'L':J 
'fi"'&.;:ma~.lfi~loe:i~;e· li rlfs the average time interval between two 

r ~~ 
subsequent aging hits suffered~wo sets of homologous 

~~ chromosomes contained ~[J~~omatic cell. We may call this average 

time interval ~ , the basic time interval of the aging 

process~Let us now single out one homologous pair of chromo-
\~ II 1/ 

somes within a somatic cell. The probabilit~~nat aging hits 

have not caused a loss of function to the cell arising from 

damage to this particular pair of chromosomes is given by 

(2) 

where J 
(3) 

-~ 
+- e 

designates the number of faults per chromosome t'.~ f'N...t.-1~ 
~ -

~ In ( l ) the first term represents the probability that one of 

the two chromosomes has not suffered an aging hit and does not 

contain a fault, whereas th~ oth~ chromosome has suffered a8-~ .rr?ft 
vi\'\ ('t ) 

aging hit~. The second term ~the- CJEf>Pel'Sl'Si~ represents the 
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probability that neither of the two chromosomes has suffered 

an aging hit . 
/h.-

In the present paper we shall assume that tl'Pa a<, rage nnmtua,r 

of fa~l~~ tfia~ ~, the average number of the faults r in the 
~ 

populati::&is small, and~ll re;!~~JE»~J,i~c~:P.&, <~o; •" £9", '~1J' 
that £ActioR of t .epopulation~which ~erit~ • ~mHR"8iiP 

~~-c. ....,.._._.~ ~-~ { 

.~ ..... -- • Accord ingly, we shall assume { L. ~ I 1 ~ 4( 

and we may then write from ( Z ) in the f i rst approximation ~ 

(4) 
- t -7 'I -2 t_ ,; y -~~ / 

t ~) e ( 1 -e) -;L e - 1/ -e 

=. { .,L-J 
~ .- ~ 

The probability that the cell has survived because it has 

remained functional with respect to a111h chromosome pairs is 

thus given by 

(~) -1 = 1 '~It= 
or 1-

I-(!- ['i; ..._ 
and we may write i nversely 

(~ -- /~a / 

I 

~~-~( ~Lt I 
J-

{__~ obtain in the second approximation from~) 

1-V/r-
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and from (8) 
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,o 
~ 

7 

I = Vi:a·-j + 
For tr, the age at death for which, according to the 

assumption of the crude theory, f, the surviving fraction of 

the cell, reaches the critical fraction f*, we shall designate 

with Xr the average number of aging hits suffered in toto by 

the two sets of homologous chromosomes of the somatic cell.~ 

~ we have 

~ Xr~ ~r - ?- Ut 3 
f: 

and we ~ write for the age at death l / / 

IY 4; X-r -1-""Y' -~ -
-2-. ·r--c. 

We may thus write from (9) for tr the age at death, where we 

have f = f*, ~ 

r) A_L {x 'r 1- ;; )H (1- -X.?"" i-T ) "':. "2-~ _w..4-)-
r~ * 12 ~ 

and from (11) we may write 

,y. -~7 £_f_ <: 

0 Ljr1t, I!;} ~ x'1 r I - + I 
or I 

/ t 
.J. 

f- ?t _L 
-/::..,- 1- I Lf ' ll~l~ ,~ - f 'l-f 

~ -
r 

We shall designate with t 0 the age at death of the 

genetically perfect female for whom we have r = o. For the sake 
II 

of brevity, we shall henceforth refer to t 0 as the life span of 
II 

the species. 

-1:- - (v fAMk_l 
C/ - {11 

7:- + 

~- -- l'f~f ~ I 

~ _I II 1( I -=:{i~ I , ;--1-v-
L k /t" 

) 

('? 

"? ) 
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_(1~ 

We may write from (16) 

L: '!:- 1- I == E_o 
or 

~i-r --
or~ 

o/- '1:-
As may be seen from ( ) the addition of one 

makeup of an individual shortens the life of that individual by ; 

, so that we may write ~ 

LJ-6-~ ~ -= L 
presses one of the basic results of the theory here 

~---ed. ~~~ YJI ~~·~ 
r the the li e shorten i ng per f ult and the life 

e may wi;,ite ~h- r) -fr~ I' J 
·'\:6-- z- -+---~---

~-err=~~-\\ --\ -fo 

"sp \ c ifichlife 

the DNA 

animals 

to 

the competent 

and 

gene , the lesion 
!me 

If o 
,.::.. J.A-..t.J... "'' ~/!VI" ~ /f•'!-;A/~-~/ .L---

vege a -l ve gene,-

of the somatic_ cell-~ lGrults ~~~~Y i s manner will 

same effect on the surviving fra cells) anq, t 

fore~ also on the age of death, as inherited 
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p (J1l 
The above equations hold within the framework of the 

crude form of the theory . In this form of the theory, members 

of one cohort would die only in certain years - at the critical 

ages , tr , and the years in which death occurs within one cohort 
t-:-would be s~arated from each other by time intervals of t years; 

no deaths would occur in the intervening years . 

Further, i f the distribution of the faults in the popula

tion is random, then, ~CDF~~ng to the crude tb or~ the number 

of deaths, Pr, occurring at each age, would be given by the 

Poisson distribution 
-~ 

--
where , according to ( J ), we have I 
and where n stands for the average number of the faults r ~ 

d4stri~uted at raaaoffi ~o~g the individual/4 ~hQ ~e~ul•tion¥ 
. ,:... /-<~ ;~ .... p ....... -t4·{~ 

The distribution of the ages at deatq/is actually a 

continuou~n of the age . This is, of course , to be 

expected r~ though the probability that an individual 

may die within a year~as~~et;~ very steeply as the 

surviving fraction of his somatic cells approaches the critical 

value f*, still the probability of his dying within a year must 

crude form of the theory leaves out of account. Because such 

0 

a scattering oft the ages at dlath occurs ic a grettp of ltJO:lviaua:rs 
) t~ ___. It 

~~ genetically identica ;-wei§hall designate it as the non-
/ 1 

genetic scattering . 

,. 
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For the time being we shall continue to leave this non

genetic scattering out of account, ~for the sake of convenience, 

may write 

-~ 

2)~ ~ --
where T' represents the Gamma function (which for integral values 

of r assumes the values of r!) and where we have 

I== t:'o -+ 

For the number of deaths occurring within a cohort per unit 

time we may then write according to our theory 

of ( ~} =- "t~~ I _:_~ 
lr.t-J 

From ( l we obtain 

Thus we may write from ( ? ( ) 

\--; 
\ N"' .r I 

where I -<P ~~~ ? ( . 
r..~ a~ '' ' , -

-~ 

e 

per Uft~ 

Since the approximation used throughout this paper holds 

for small values of r which correspond to high ages at death, we 

may now say, cmcbhe b&Oio ef f"d!e} that the distribution of ages 
~ 

at death in the population mua~ Ge represented- at h" h ages~ 
~ It ':fiiiP_ 

~- by-&- soi~ of inverted Poisson distribution, .e. a 

Poisson distribution where small values of r correspond to high 

ages at death. 
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R.j,a~- Lower Limit for n 

We shall now proceed to compare the distribution of the 

ages at deathfas given by our formula ( )1with the actual~-

observed distr i bution of the ages at death J as given by the 

Life Tables . 

For the purposes of this comparison , we shall use Tabl e 6 

for white females , which is based on the 1949-50 census , and 

lists in the column designat d by dx, the number of deaths per 

13 

~~ ... ~ ~ ~ 
year 1in yearly interval • ccord~ng to ?his ~ the maximal 

nun1ber of deaths occurs between the 8oth and 8lst year; the 

corresponding maximal number of deaths per year ~is 

. 0344 per person . 

The distr i bution of the ages of deaths is not symmetr i cal 
tA ~~~ -:6- --6~-=;t!J,..t-~4~ 
'-- a!'Ound p;- the ITUi'Tl€rC5eaths per year fall faster towards 

higher ages than towards lower ages . Thus, the Table lists for the 
,(),6230~~--- 0 · 0/~9 -

number of deaths per year(Detween the ages 79-71 ~'!(Per p rson 

and between the ages of 90-91 • per persorr. ~ may derive 

from the column dx of the Life Table~'hieh li~ts the o~~~vvodJ 

number_of deaths :per yearya-s a farre-ti?n ef ;ago ) a normalized " 
r 'J " 
distribution of the ages at death by forming , R(obs), the ratio 

~It"' of the(Qeaths per year giveH in Lhe tabl€ and the maximal number 

of deaths per year , 0.0344 . Thus we obtain R(obs) = 0 . 667 at 
evt-

t = 70 . 5 years of age ; R(obs) = 1 ~ t = 80 . 5 years of age ,'~ 
ft. 

R(obs) = 0 . 520 t = 90 . 5 years of age . 

We may similarly obtain from the number of deaths per 
// 

year given as a function of age by the theory ( ) , a normalized 

" distribution of the ages at death, by forming , R(theor) , the ratio 

of the number of deaths per year given by ( ) and the maximal 

number of deaths per year given by 
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If we designate with r* the value of r for which this 
> 

expression becomes maximal, we may write for n = 2 

Accordingly, we may write 

and from 

?~ l 
~al(. 

this and ( 2~ ) we may write 

R( ~ ) =tP(r; -=
i?r-~~ 

Using t is formula for R(theor) we determine for a 

If 

given value o n the value of r = ,_¥--+ 4 r- for which R(theor) 

assumes the 

of age . 

We find 

n _= 2 . 5 : 

Similarly, we 

of r = .,...+- b.,..,--

0. 667, i . e . the value of R(obs) at 70 . 5 years 

of 4 rso obtained we may then write 

to-~-= 7,; _r~ 

\ 
= 2 : 4r-= 1.4 and 't= 7. 15 ye rs~-
~7.§-a-nd ~ = ·~. ~ ~a;c,s, ·---

also determine for a given 

for which R(theor) assumes value of 

0 . 520, i . e . the value f R(obs) at 90.5 years of 

value of 4 r- we may also write (33) . We 

n = 2 , 1:::. "'(-= 1 . 4; 

~- · 
ears f -and for n ~;--er-r-~~"'!". 6; 



~~ r ;~r •- ~./" 
We may now ask for what value of n ~~he normal i zed 

Poisson distr ibution R( theor) given by (31) f3:t H(e:OO 1-both at- .( 
/"r·~ ~~~ .... ~~ ...... ,(~·-77""'£---ri~ 

10 . 5 year:3 of ~ge-anct -tt. 90-:5""'"Yes.rs of age ..:(n the ~en~ tha;t-
~~~~ ~~~~ 

or '""("- :::::- 1 R(theor) = 0. 667 (the value of 

~ R( obs ) at 70 . 5 years 
~-I:=~ -Zl 'Y'..) 

of age) and that we ~ also ~ ~ 
(,R ( theor) = 0 . 520 ( the .value of R(obs) at 90 . 5 years of age) . 

~t turns out that such a fit i s possible only for a value of n 

which is very close to n = 2 . For a corresponding value of 

L\,..,. we obtain A Y = 1 . 4 ~For the corresponding value of ... 
twe may write : ) 

L- ['-- _!_!!. 
- ~t;--~ 

of n which are substantially larger than 2 

value of R( obs ) at 90 . 5 years of age , -c en we have for #' = I <1- t-1' 

is made equal to 0 . 520 ( the 
~~::;::.')4&-

R( theor ) > t?,s'20 ( the value of R( obs) at 70 . 5 years of age ). 
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As may be seen 

obtained for are 

obtained when 70.5 years 
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I~ 

2 the two values 

used 

with i n a time rang? 
~~-t~ ~ 

d 80 . 5 years of age fltJI' :a sui'tle:"ele of 20 years centering aro 
r-.::::: _ (,,,~-~ .. 

•efl:o~l"l o alas Vb /-....e...,. _,.,.:--:;r· . / -
~ .,- / F ~'j~- L--'~' 

~For values of n~ 2, however, H( theor) ~ deviat~rom 
tv-lt ~-? ~ ::;;_, ~ 

R(obs) no matter ~gw tlae alue of '!' :M~T~Htrl • If ~ is 
~ 

so chosen~o have R(theor ~ R(obs) for ages above 80 . 5 years 

of age, then the values o will be below the values 

of R(obs) for ages below of age. // )/ 
~~,/'(A~ 

1Wi!¥-R8lW¥ conclude that we have n > 2. .we-shali ~ 

" ~ )\i, -
----~--~~--~~~~--~~--we have n = 2~ecause our ~crude 

low valuesfR(theor)~.at-~ 
o expect such a deviation ~e 

values 

~ theory assumes that 

(~ ' e crude theory, because th~ 

is no appreciable death in a 

limit for the value 
Q.(" k:a , ( 

,...,.,.-- ... --
'-In order to obtain an upper limit for the value of n we 

shall~ to arguments of a different kinct1r~kt:: 1/!.. ,&_,,... > 
~From t~e considerations ab ve, we obtain for values f n ) 2 

~lways two ifferent values for 1:'-- ~~ 
and we may ~~~~~~~~~~ 

~value to he t e 

we have 'l'" 6~,;:..;;.:.---"--:-:r-
n = 2.5 

M>-fl.rii,~:., 

\Jtf'\. value of R( obs) at of ageq, 

goes over i nto 
I ~ (_ ~ 

wfiiek eeFFeBpQ~Qa tQ 

~ - --- ----------------------~ 

~: ~ //~ 1'. </1 , ? /:J u-~~ ~ . "£' ~~ .,4 l 
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corresponds to ~ i s the standard deviation of 

the Gaussian), and R(theor) = 0 . 520, i .e. the value of R(obs) 

at 90 . 5 years of age, corre~ponds to l . l4c- • Thus a time 

interval of 20 years corresclonds to 2.04 01 and hence we have 

(34 ) a- ~ 9~~ t)-CA'J.IlO / 

In the case of a Gaussiln we may write 

( 35 ) o- := 

or 

( 36 )' 

and thus we obtain 

(37) ('"-:-

While ~ (36 ) a 

only for large values f 

holdJ
1 

strictly speaking, 

is small even for n = 2 . 

~For n = 2 we obtain 

viously given va 

obtain 

( 3~ 
--
~ az _ 2 , 

~_v 
c # 2.. .ft.,--.. 

I 
• t 
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As may be seen, the two values obta ined for 7: ::Zfr-dentica";--:J 

for n = 2 . This means that it is possible to fit the normalized 
h!_tJM ,C~J.v, ~ d/l· ~~~.fAy 

distribution of the ages at death, R(obs), ~~etween tne ages of 
~~·2-t"' .... 

70 . 5 and 90 . 5, by the (POTSs'Or1'distribution R(theor) for valne:sdt'f- x 

n = 2 . ~or values of ~)' 2 i t is not poss ible to make such a 

fit . If 'l is so chosen as to have R( theor) ~ R( obs) between 

the ages of 80 .5 and 90 . 5, then for ages between 70 . 5 and 80:5 the values 

of R(theor) will be apprecliably Q~·b'etvoeeu the=::::;;::;JOine""ffJ; ~ 
f R(obs), ~i/alri~,~ger than4,~ , 

the considerations given above can 

only set a lower limit for the value of n but cannot give its 

proper value . In order to obtain an upper limit for the value of 

n we shall have to turn to arguments of a different kind, presented 

below. 

~ ~~---------7~~-------------R_e_l_a_t_i_o_n_s_h_l~·p~b_e_t_w_e_e __ n _____ a_n_d __ n __ : 

R(theor) given by ( ) goes over into a GaasxxXKR Gaussian 

for n '::>-;> I 

For ~gaussian the va lue of R(theor) = .667, { · . , the value 

of R(obs) at 70o5 years of age corresponds to 0.9 <J(whereu is 

the standard deviation of the Gaussian), and R(theor) = 0. 520( 4,e . 

the value of R(obs) at 90.5 years of ag~ corresponds to 1. 14 ~ 
Thus a t i me interval of 20 years correspondes to ~ 2. 04 ~and 
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hence we have 

(34<) c--
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In the case of a Gaussian we may write 

(35) v ~c- v~ 7 

or 

(36) 

and thus we obtain 

(37) 

(}'--
vn.: 

!L£ ~ 
!f4t> 

While (36) holds , strictly speaking, only for large values 

of n, the error is small even for n = 2. 

For n - 2 from (37) we obtain z- 6 . 82 in pla ce of the 

'7:' previously given value of = 7 . 15 . 

For n : 2 . 5 from (37) we obtain ~ = 6 . 2 years in place 

of the "correct" value of ?::'"" = 6 . 3 years, that we find by fitting 

the mormalized Pk isson distribution as well as possible to R(obs) . 

Thus for some of our purposes at least , we may use (36) for 
~ 

for n = 2 . 
(3 0 ) ~ ;Vfv£-~~ ../. ~r": t</ /.X; 

/M 'L = (5'"'~ ~~t,Ut 1716~1 ~ ~,. /( 
of ~ for the non-genetic Scattering of the Ages at if '/, ( 

Because a 

~~ been taken 

of the ages at 

;. . .f't- / 
~~· 

the ages at death has O'V> ~~ • 
{1_ ,.{ f~"~' 1M....vr I I 

into account in our theory observed distribution v( 
11, ' 

death 
k_~,~L~~~~~ 

~~~~ somewhat broader than predicted 

cc~ingly, the actual value of C£:' ~ ' ' p-r 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I I . 

e values given above. ' ~ 

The mean age difference at death between female identical 
t1 I., 

,'.1-

twins , dying above the age of 60, has been reported by Franz J . 

Kallmann to be about 2 . 6 years . On t e basis of the Life Tab~e , 
tL""' /.r 

we may exterpolate from thi mean age difference at death of 

identical twins1 who die as adults1 to be 3. 4 years . If the distri

bution of the ages at death of genetically identical individuals 
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resembled a Gaussia9, the variance of the distribution of the 

ages at death in the population would be equal to the sum of 

the variance of this Gaussian and of the theoretical distribution of 

the ages at death . By mak ing such an assumption, for the purposes 

of this computation, we may then correct the value of 

given above. 

From the fact that the mean age difference at death ±x of 

female identical twins is 3. 4 years , it follows that the standard 

deviation of the distribution of the ages at death is 3 years . 

Using this value , we find that the non-genetic scattering here 

discussed increases the variance of the distribution of the ages 

at death by a factor of and, accordingly, the previously 

given values of must be reduced by a factor of . 95 . 

Thus , we may now write for the corrected values of 

for n = 2 , ~ = 6. 8 years ; and for n = 2 . 5 , ( = 6 years . 

We may also write on this basis - within the limits of error 

discussed above - for n =!' 2 

(~ 
• 

Substit~ the value of L' from ( 38 ) into ( ) we 

obtain 

- -
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Serrection of z-0'' 3 1 " I QtJt . of r the non genetic Sea ttering of 

the Ages at Death of Genetically Identical Individuals: 

Because a \non-genetic distribut i on of the ages at death 

has not been takeb i nto account in our theory, the observed 

distribution of the ages at death ought to be somewhat broader 

\ 
than predicted by the theory and, accordingly, the actual value 

of {'-- ought to be somewhat lower than the values given -4fr~ , 

The mean ag~ difference at death between female identical twins/ 
\ 

dying above the age \ of 6o1has been reported by Franz J . Kallmann 

to be ~ about 12.6 years . On the basis of the Life Tables, 

l. 
we may exterpolate ftom this this mean age difference at death of 

\ 
identical twins who qie as adults to be 3. 4 years. If the 

distribution of the a es at death of genetically identical 

individuals resembled \ Gaussian, the variance of the d i str ibution 

of the ages at death i the population would be equal to the 

~- ,t.~.,:£...) 
s~i 1£~(~ariance of th s Gaussian and tao vaFia~ee of the 

theoretical distributio By making such 

Thus, we may writ 

t t- z-:,~~ &, JJ / e~~~;' ~ ~ ~ L... 

if 
£'"-=- 0 d- €-~0 . ~ .2.; s-

I "''-· -
'*' f,3 c- 't - ' ~ ~3 

L-16) - V";)17 / 
-?{. 

~ tn ;._, \ lv..l/ l•·r /t, (~..,__ 0--/ r _,/, Jl l~l r3c) e:. ~4~ 

4tr ' ( l..J...t tJ. (; 11"-
/"'-.... } bo 

0{1) h v/'t f- p-t- ___. 

~~~ '[: 
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~ The value of the cr i t l cal survi v i ng fract i on of the 

somatic cells f* - upper 1 Jmit for n 

In order to compute th cr i t i cal survi v i ng fraction of 

the somat i c cells f* we shai l now make use of the fact that t he 

maximal number of deaths pe year occur ~or white female~ a t 

80 . 5 years of age . Our the ry demands ( ) that the maxi mal 

number of deaths per year s~ould occur for i nd i v i duals for whom 
I 

we have ry-- ::::- M - O:, ..r- . Accordingly, we may subst i tute 

(40) 

(-41 ) 7 ~ 

~~.::;+} fv--s--1'3-, '7)7 aa-?--

¢-rr ~= ~ P"*-= t) , 2-~t.? 
2J!i 'I ~ ==- ~ / '3s-~= 

~= 3 f til 0~2.... 

!1~ t<-/ jcA...e_ 

t::::v&~ 2 .;- ~ ~L..-"fU -1 

ehl--~-t 
r-

?L L. 3 
.;1 

~ ~ /h--=- '2,) A/? A ~ 

/V ~ 

-,~ I p ~'1#-~ t(. ; t 
/: 

,t 

(,. 11,. 
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The Value of the Critical Surviving Fraction of the Somatic 

Cells f* - Upper Limit for n : 

In order to compute the critical surviving fraction of 

the somatic cells f* we shall now make use of the fact that the 

maximal number of deaths per year occur (for white females) at 

80 . 5 years of age . Our theory demands ( ) fhat the maximal 

number of deaths per year should occur for individuals for whom 

we have r = n-0 . 5 . Accordingly, we may substitute in (39) d0 . 5 

for tr and n - 0 . 5 for r . We thus obtain from ( fto) and ( ) 

and 

(4 

r-
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There are phenomena that generally accompany senescence . 

Among these are, for instance~ the gray i ng of the hair and the 

loss of accommodat i on of the eye. A number of other such general 

characteristics accompanying senescence might be detected i f a 

systematic search for such paanomena gets under way . For a group 
~ 

of animals , one may expect~mean age at which such characteristics 

of senescence appear, to _/~itatively defined degree, ~be"'S?if "-. 
determined by the mean age at which the survi ving ~~ 

~ iiV .( ~Y//'-7 { 

fraction of the somat i c cells of the animals reaches th~ Qrit4&&1 

value fJ.t. We ~~ accordingly, assume that two females whose 

genetic makeup differs from each other by faults~ 

differ¢' from each other in physiological ag·e by years . 

Changing the Load of Faults : 

If, as a result of living under ''modern 11 conditions our load 

of faults should ~ in time~ be doubled, then the average adult 

woman would live "h.. z- years shorter than she does today . 

For n = 2 . 5 we have "h rr- = 15 years . Jfi Thus ~ the physiological 

age of the average female at 65 would be the same as that of the 

average 80 year old woman today . Similarly, the physiological age 

of a woman of 35 would then be that of a 50 year old woman of today . 

If we were to assume that n > 2 . 5 , then .....,_?:: would amount 

to more than 15 years because increases according to ( 

with !{:;:' 
A doubling of our load of faults mi ght conceivably occur , in 

time , through the exposure of the population to ionizing radiation, 

generation after generation , in an intensity that doubles the 
,-:-::> 

spontaneous mutation rate . ~Such a doubling of our load of faults 

might ~Y occur also as a result of the currently practiced 
~ 

pattern of controlling the family size.~ieh might conceivably 

J 
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eliminate the most important~he selection pressures which 

Neither of these two considerations need to give rise to 

alarm .. ~H1l1'A' ' s :~ is we shall show further below, the rate .of 
JN\. ~ G-.-- • <: /, 

rise of our load of faults may be expected, to be slow; thus/ we -
~-. •cry ' ·• C 

shall have a fairly long period of grac~in which we may reflect 

on how best to cope with the danger involved. 
~ .. ,(~ 

We may an this eont~xtr a~so ask how much advantage the 

genetically perfec)( faultless) ;female would have over the average 

female of t~ 
---~ ~ 

' Assuming n = 2 . 5, we may say on the basis of considerations 

similar to those presented just above that the genetically perfect 

~uld at 50 years of age have the same physiological age as 

the average woman of 35 today . Her most ~probable age at death 

would be 92 instead of 80 . If n were larger than 2 . 5 the advantage 

of the genetically perfect female would be greater . 



The Number of "Segments" per Chromosome: 

Instead of assuming that a whole chromosome is "destroyed" 
;.._~u 

in each aging hit, we could have ssumfl' that the Elementary step 

in the process of aging consists in the independent, random
1 

destruction of 
0' '1 -

COBB:eetia.¥ as 

presented)by assuming that each chromosome consists of g segments 

and that the elementary step in the process of aging consists in 

the random destruction of such segments independen~of each other. 

By choosing the value of g larger and larger, we might then 

gradually change the character of: the theory and ,L iasteae of 

~o~twlating t:Rat a laFg& ~ePtion ~f a ch~~o:e~r~~.~ 
.a.n.. i:&eH o idaal agUXA;:jfU, we M:~:R"t end up that the 

aging process consists in a sequeb ce of point mutations of the 

chromosomes of the s0matic cell, I 
I It may be shown~ that a theory of this kind would 

not work, This may be seen as fo~lows: ~he male of the species 

has only one X chromosome, while k he female has two. If we 

disregard, for the sake of argumJ.nt, the possibility that in tpe ~ 
~~,....~ 4-~'< 

~~~a substansial piece of the chr~mosome might be covere~by 
. £(:a > ?(-( ...... c~-

genes contained in the Y chromoscj'Ue , we may ~~:::Ra:t the:: male-

-bas •t Birth already reeehell s ~sing b;i.t . = L = then identify 

the male with a female who has s l ffered prior to birth g aging 

hits. Accor~nglyj we may expect that the adult male ~- :~;e ~I, 
~/)~ _!;- (;;: -~~ ~ 

' '"'I'"BbP<ey le:er=l>l' ~ear1han the adult female. 

Actually, au'¢he has]~'eiA he 1949-50 census, the maximum 

humber of deaths for the white male occurs between the ages of 

77 and 78, i.e.~ at an age three years below that of the white 
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female. On the basis of the assumption that we have g = 1, 
dt-

i.e. that~ whole chromosome is destroyed in an individual 
17 11 

aging hit the male can be identified with a female who has suffered 

~axxsx~axx prior to birth one aging hit, provided that the value 

of f* is exactly the same for the male as it is for the female. 

On this basis, we would then expect the male to live 6 years 

whorter than the female , whereas the observed difference is only 

3 years. ~e cannot, however , exclude the possibility that the 

value of f* for the male may be somewhat higher than for the 

female, and, therefore, there is no real discrepancy between our 

theory and the observed 

which matters for the purpose of our discussion 

is rather that the observed difference in the life expectancy of 

the adult male and the adult female is small, whereas it may be 

shown that this difference would have to be large if g were a large 

number. 
~~ 

If g is other than 1, y has to be replaced in our formulae 

by~ It may be then seen from our formulae that given above 

for a fixed value of f*, n increases 

Since according to( ) Zf~lls with 

somewhat faster than g. 
I 

it follows that 

the difference between the life expectancy of the male and 

femalef'" - increaseJ somewha1 faster than {i Since the 

life expectancy of the male .is not much smaller than that of the 

female, we may thus conclude t l at g 

Because f* might be somewhat 
c-..c.. I 

for the female, we ~1 not 
~ g~ might have~ value 

cannot be very large. 

smaller for the male than 

process of aging might consist in the independent destruction of 
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one-half of a chromosome instead of 

J t = ~ ~;(. 11--t.. =- 2~ ..s.:;
f we have -2 5 and g ~ , (the s 

* > 
somatic cells at death, 

we would 

f* = 1/ 4, then 

accordingly, 

cannot 

reduce the value of ~ very muc~ belL) 6 years without having to 

conclude either that the doubling l dose the 

mutation ra:L~;_:: ~ 

I 
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( J'~ h~ ~ ~~ ~~ -~ ..... ~ 

attempt to describe a hypo-

could concelvably account 

for Aging manifests itself in much 

the r in all mammals and we should be in 

the position to learn aging of mammals to 

be able to test the valid ty of a theory that leads to predic-

tions of a theory here presented . 

We know for the synthesis 

of a specific protein molecule, many cases has a 

knewn specific enzymatic activity. \·le speak in the 

following of a mutant, or incompeten form of a gene, we 
~~ . .,__t 

mean an altered form of the gene, whic ~s Aet ee~eteft~ t~ 

synthesize the specific protein molecule n its chemically 

active form . 

Our theory assumes that the 

process of aging is an "aging hit", 

the 

chromosqme of the somatic cell, in the sense that it renders 
A.#( ~ C-rrp~(~_./ '"1':'" I; ~ 

(that chromoso~ompeten J/1 e~•n bhottgh Jlhe hi ~ o 
~ t:;~~ h~ ~· ,, 

destroy ~t fn a p!lys cal sense . 

We assume that the "aging hits" are random events 

and that the probability that the chromosome suffers such a 

"hit" per unit time remains constant throughout life . We 
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further assume that the rate at which chromosomes of a somatic 

cell sutter such "hits 91 is a characteriotic of the species and 

does not vary appreciably from individual to individual . 

As a result of an aging process of this nature. the 

number of the somatic cells of an individual organism which 
/f II 

have survived up to a given age (in the sense of having remained 

able to fulfill their function in the organism as a whole) 

decreases with age. On the basis or our for~iet~ler assurnption..5
1 

spelled out belol1, the "surviving*' traction of the somatic cells 

decreases with e t an accelerated rate. 

~ ~~~o-r-- postul tes that when f, the surviving fraction 

of the somat ic cells or an individual, approaches a certain 

critical value f*, then the probability that an individual may 

die within a period of one year will be close to 1. On this 

basis, the theory establishes a relationship between the 

surviving fract ion of the somatic cells and the age of death 

of the individual . 

Because the young mammalian organism may be assumed to 

have a large functional reserve. we shall assume that the sur

viving fraction of the somatic cells of an individual may fall 

quite substant ially before the organ ism loses ita capacity to 

live • perhaps to ~· A.. ~ t.. -:>,.,.... CA ·I ~ (;_ ~ 
1./ 

The' prec iso meaning of the term "critical value, f*~ 

will shift as re go from the crudest form of the theory, which 

we shall discuss first, to a less crude form of the theory, which 

we shall discuss thereafter. In the crudest form of the theory# 

we shall assume that an adul t does not die or natural causes 

until the surviving fraction or his somatic cells comes very 

close to the critical fraction f* and that he dies at the 
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critical age, i .e. within the year in which this surviving 

fraction reaches the critical fraction f*. Thus, in its crudest 
form, the theo~J postulates that the age at death is uniquely 

determined by the genetlc makeup of the individual. 

Clearly, this cannot be strictly speaking true for
1
it it 

were true1identi cal twins would die within one year of each other. 

In fact, the mean difference of the ages at death for female 

identical twins may be estimated to be about 3.5 years . .lfA:;t;s T~ 
discrepancy ari ses from the failure of the crude theory to take 

into account that i n a cohort of identical individuals the number 

of deaths per ycor may be expected to r ise as a continuous function 

with advancing age and an appreciable number of deaths ~ay be 

expected to occur at ages lower than the ucritical age 11
• 

* * * 
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or genes . 

There may be in Man perhaps 5,000 or 10,000 genes . 

There may be a much larger number of specific D. N. A. molecules 
~ 

which are innerited from genera~ion to generatio~ er ~heee, we 

designate as ngenes .. rl!reweve:ry' y hose D. N. A. molecules which 

would handicap the individual if present in a mutant, non-competent , 

form. JS 

~ An individual who is a heterozygote for a mutant gene 

might not necessarily be handicapped under the conditions pre

vailing at present in the United States, where essentially no 

adult dies for lack of food or shelter and no adult has a reduced 

propensity to procreate because of his inability to provide food 

or shelter for his offspring . But, such a heterozygote would 

have been handicapped (according to our definition of the term -- -
"gene") under conditions which were prevalent in the past - up to 

recent times . The present , presumably low, abundance of mutant 

forms of genes in the population is due to the selection pressures 

which have operated in the past . 

We may assume that most of the ngenes" somehow affect 

differentiation and morphogenesis during the embryonic development 

of the individual and that they may cause with a certain - even 

in the hetero~Jgote appreciable - probability a developmental 

. albno~~~lity of the individual which ~~~andicap for 
~I tt1~1f£t. « · 

~ under conditions which were prevalent in the past . 

We assume that among the 5,000 (or 10,000) genes, there 

is a minority of genes, perhaps 1,000 or 2, 000, which are important 

for the function ing of the somatic cells of the adult . We shall 

call these genes "vegetative genes" and a mutant form or such a 

gene we shall designate as a "raul t" . Of the remainder of the 

genes, we shall assume that they are irrelevant for the functioning 



homologous~ vegetative genes1 
j.q q .... ~ 

long as;out of e~~~!r ~f 

the two genes ~ competent 

and that the cell seases ~ be functional when both genes are 

incomp~ 

__..... --
(_From these assumptions , it follows that if a chromosome 

suffers an aging hit, the cell will cease to be functional if the 
~~?, 

homologous chromosome has either( surrere ~re aging hits 

or if it carries one or more faults. 
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of the somatic cells of the adult organ ism. 

/' Concerning the ~egetative gene~, we postulate that ~the • 
IJ~r• 1- &i 11' c ~ It I '.w~ /.. ' A .K .; i'. --" ~' / • /' .f.P.L r ?~ 

pre ence of a competent e py of every one or the ve etative 
.r '-~- ,_ ,. .. , • "" ""' Jf. t:-F-f ?'J.< ft ,, - ,. -~ ..,;;.·~--· ~,........,.... 

. ~nes 1,s nec: ssa;::_ .. i'9r :he:, p~e-iz;uncti~ ~ng c;~:~"~~~~~~ c~,ll 

/ or the adult and that the P.resenee of one competent copy of each 
~ _,. " /' ... ,- , ~ , 4-,t ,r' . ~. • , " 

such gene is suffic i en.t for that ose. 
1 J..l• .t ~ 

From these assurnpt ions 1 t follot·rs .imltEUO~~ a female who 
~ t j£/l "' 

i s not genetically perfect eo tha~ Dma of her chromosomes 
u~ 

contain faults, a given chromosome contains a fault and the 

homologous chromosome suffers an aging hit in a somatic cell, 

then that somat i c cell becomes non-functional . 

According to the views here adopted, the reason why some 

adults live shorter and others live longer is primarily determined 

by the difference in the n~~ber of faults that they have !nherited. 

If we assume that faults are distributed in the populat ion at 

random, then \fe can compute the distribut i on of the faults from 

the mean value of faults per person which we shall des ignate with 

nand, further, from the observed distr i bution or the ages at death; 

between 70 and 90 years or age, we shal l be led to conclude that 

we have n~ 2~ For n = 2 we would obtain from the crude theory 

for the critical surviving fraction of the somatic cells f* .L 
~ 

For n • 4 we t>lould obtain f* tit: f. , On this basis we shall be 

led to conclude that we have n ~ 4. 
~ 1 '>V'C:/">r· ~"' ~ .. 

We shall , as for/ our iscussio~, adopt as a 
~'-~ 

reasonable value n = 2. 5 and then we tain 
1 

-;;;;. _!_ which would 
'H2..~ ~ 
appe•r to be a reasonable value . 

The Surviving Fraction of the Somatic Cells: 

We hall now proceed to compute the "surviving" fraction 

or the somatic cells or a female, who has inherited r faults, as 

• 
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The 

l i fe expectancy 

Leo Sz i lard 
mi Institute of N 
Univers i ty of ch· 

pected,for some time 1that the i rradi at i on 

for all causes of death . 

The theory here presented 

Stud i es 

somehow i ncrease 

life shorten i ng effect of ioni~jng ~adiat ion the irradiated 
~cJA.-1 W- ~ #/ /A£ t'~ ~~ _, /"'Y"~.,.,_ 

animals to t~rod~otio~po1nt mutations in the . g8R~tio 

sobsta tnr~of the somatic cells . Since a certain fraction of 

accord i ng to our 

to be reduced by 

Exper i ments of W. L. Russel \ seem to show that the of f-

spring of mice wh·ich have been exposed to a dose of fast neutrons 

have a reduced life expectancy . This ~nerally interpreted 

i!n th:e ge1rm cells of 
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between 

, 
tvvd tl .t ~( 

mutations ~rod.JJced 

former, but only the 

may the hetacozygous condit on, cause death of the embryo 

or W" of the inf~ ~o cause deaths/ with an 

appreciable probability/ after the lOth year of age - at least 
It !/ /~"-+vt,/ "'tk-~{/ 

not in the heterozygous cena:ttion On the basis of our theory, 
- - /~ ~IJJ 

we expect that er;~ faults -- y a h rate oft~ -~ 
,.... "' ? ~" 7t-,t/,cr ~ 

adult and they may do n conjunct i on wi th ~aging k~ ~ 

~ocesbf t compare th res lts wi th the 

pr~ctio 

ma~~t the sel 

have to be noted separately. 

of parents will 

On the basis of the theory here presented, we are led 

to believe that the offspring of irradiated parents will have 

an "increased phys i ological age" increase 

_ he tb~in whi ch a population of mice or rats are exposed to 

certain dose~of x-rays(or fast neutronvand in which one deter

mi nes the age at wh i ch var i ous general characteri st i cs of~ ( 

the offspring J One mi ght th i nk oJid i f ferent senescence appe:! ' 

l.Y.. 
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general symptoms of senescence wh ch might be singled out for 

observation in such experiments. 
~J 

by ~termlning the age at which 

obtain significant resul~ 
Arrangements for settin up experiments along these 

ed parents/are at present linesr
1 

on the offspring 

under discussion. ~~~(~ 
~ 

On the basis of our 

life shortening produced by a g 

animals will a~~e same 

must expect lthat t e 

of x-rays in the irradiated 

of the total life span 

als belonging to two different 
b&,.~V\.Q~-1"""- tJ-1 

qually sensitive to p(-rays-{fpgm 

of peri~Jml.t.a4Yi-eR-s · n the 

~~~1the critica is the same for the 

two chromosl me number m is the same for the 

two 

the addition to its somati 

a genetically perfect 

cells of one fault 

e1uces the ll~~·-sp~~A~:._ t-a..-u.L.n· ~h·ve"l..r,e tau is given b 
~ ,.__,_~ ~, r f7 ~/t;'. 

) 

us, we may write 

( ) 

( 

we compare two sp 
~h~~ 

and m~ then w 

rep 

~etP'¢J chromosome numbers 

approximation)for the 
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general symptoms of senescence which might be singled out for 
El!! 
observation in such experiments . It is conceivable that one 

might obtain significant results even by merely determining the 

age at which 

these lines , .. 1\PPa rJgetnetJ bs 

---~- ----------~~ ~the offspring of irradiated 

~·~::~~~;::ve the life shortening ~ the adult animal result

~~g from the induction of a fault by ionizing radiation in one 

species , , to predict 

~ 

~FOQ~ee in the adult animal ~another species . This may be 

seen as follows . ~e obtain from (21) and from ( ) for the 
Dtj..,., 

relationship between the life shortenin~{per fault 

and for the life span of the species -6-
0 I 

~!Jt-- ~ ~/t_ = 1: 
ro 

The right-hand side of the equation contains only the 

chromosome number m and the critical value f* for the survivi~ 
d f ./JZ p;/1 ?~-~;Z 1 

somatic cells at deatfh ~herefore, if two specie~have the same 

ffalue f* and the same chromosome number m, the life shortening 
~ ~~·· ... !"~ 

per fault induced by ionizing radiati~ re~resel'li£ the same 
~ II 

fraction of the(~ife span . We may call this ratio the specific 
II 

life shortening effect of a fault . 



number of vegetative genes, and if 

II 

~ inversely with the square root of the chromosome number . 

The number of chromosomes m, in the hap~oid set is 20 for 

the mouse and 23 for Man , i . e . they are about equal . Accordingly, 

with the qualifications stated above, we might expect to find ~~ 

the same "specific life shortening~se and for Man . '><._ 

The number of chromosomes m in 
... ~--~u ~v:> fr,.J..~ 

the Chinese hamstrr\~L~~ossum and 
~ ~ 1- lt"f'11 l ~ie;; ~· ~ 

the haploid set is 11 for 
~ / Jf~-1"11"Hf'J~ 

39 for the dog . · 

with the qualifications stated above the specific life shortening 

~the Chinese-:amster .....a, the ·op'oss~ be expected :;: ~e h:i!:lt~ 
/-."-'-~ ~ the dog, by a facto~j2?a;;d"higher than ~hat of 

~ the mouse , by a factor of about V7:' _. 
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~e shall in this paper ext polate from the life shortening 

observed in mice f)' that which may be expected in Man by assuming 

that the life shortening per rep in Man and in the mouse amount to 

the same fraction of the life span. Some authors believe that 
,._Q.~ n 

Man is~ce as sensit i ve to ~rays as the mouse and if they 
~ 

are correct, then our ext~polated val ue for the life shortening 

of Man ~e too low I:Jr a factor of abourJ. Raising -th±s ~ 
value~~however, only strengthen the arguments presented 

below. 

Experiments on the life shorten i ng of adult mice1which 

are exposed to s i ngle doees of ~rays of the order of magnitude 

of 100 r
1

i ndicate that the life expectancy of the adult ~~ to 

If shortened by an amount which is proport ipnate to the dose. 
~"' ~ ~ r;_,£ £;A. ~ y

ext~olated to Ma~ these experiments give a life shortening of 

about 6 days per rep. 

and 

On the basis of the life shortening of ~= 6 days per 
s-~ ....... -e'~~ ,...... ,...... 

ass ~ a value f L = 6 years , we may say that an 

rep 

x-ray dose of 365 rep mus in the production, on the average, 

of one fault per somatic cell of the exposed individual. 

Let us now designate with ur~he reduction in the 

life expectancy of the adult offspring of irradiated parents 

expressed in days per rep/which will occur if a sufficiently long 

period of time is permitted to elapse between the exposure of 

the parents and the mating. If we now assume that x-rays produce 

point mutations in the chromosomes of the immature germ cells of 

the gonads - in both male and female - with the same effective-

ness as they produce point mutations in the genetic substance 

of the somatic cells, then we may write 
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Accordingly, we would then expect that exposure of 

both parents to x-ray doses totalling 365 rep would lead, on 

the average (if a sufficient period of time is permitted to elapse 

between exposure and mating) to the appearance of one additional 

fault in the offspring . 

Accordingly, such an exposure of the parents should 

shorten the life expectancy of the adult of the first generation 

by about ~ = 6 years . Further , the physiological age of the 

first generation ought to be ahead of the chronological age by 

~ = 6 years and, accordingly, the symptoms which generally 

accompany senescence ought to set in about 6 years earlier . 
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The Doubling Dose D0 and the Spontaneous Mutation Hate : 

The total dose of ~rays at which one must expose 

a population in order to produce as many mutations in the off

spring as would spontaneously arise in one generation, may be 

called a doubling dose D0 • The number of mutations produced 

appear to be proportionate to the total dose1if mice ~re~ed 

to single ~oses of the order of magnitude of 50 rep,. ~1)0 is) 
ur c- J t. '-vv _. r;;{ /),<._ _ ~ 

'11'1~ct --J..n -terms of cexposures w:her& tfic ind 1 v ]!]!laJ !loses ~ of this 

order of magnitude . An ~xha~stive effort has been made to deter

mine the doubling dose for mice by W. L. Russel l and , in pr i nciple 

at least , a direct determination of the number of mutations produced 

by ~ray exposures ought to enable us to establish the value of 

/ b--r~ J-

the doubling dose ~ ~1cb a aircet detePMina~ioH , if ie we1e -

n~ eG~e w1Xn the Qeeiied accuracy, would, 

more involved considerations , the doubling dose Do has been 

somewhere between 30 and 120 

rep . ~would be of considerable interest to know the value of 
/ 

this doubling dose D0 because, if generation after generation 

\.. of the population were ~ exposed to the doubling 

dosP,
0 

our mutation load would in time be doubled . ~w:r;e A.n ,.:" 

xposure to at least a substantial fraction of the doubling dose 

ion after generation could conceivably aris from the "practical" 

use to may be put in the years to come . 

In 

H. J . Muller has 

substantial 

be expected 

view in mind, - t 

1951, entitle 

the 

would e doubling dose Do come o 

"opt· istic" or "conservative" eetim~ 

Our Load of Mutations", 

affects that a 

the population may 

Having this point of 

~~utation rate ~o~e' lout, ~gh J=, _...;u:~.;te;or---e-~H"t'e"-re~~~-H~~ 
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-
~ural mutat i on rate 

-mutation ra by a 

...-
hen i ncreasing that 

of the 

populat i on to 

thl s terml nology. 

As we will presently see~ ke·itC veyf the theory here 

presented establ i shes a connect i on between the doubling dose 

D0 and the total spontaneous mutation rater-~ and in such 

a way that i f we adopt for the doubl ing dose an estimated 

value which is h i gh, the total spontaneous rate comes out to 

be proportionately higher also . ~iaee~reover, even i f we --adopt for the doubling dose Do within the above-quoted range of 

its estimated value , the lowest one of D0 =30 rep, the total 

mutation rate comes out to be 1:;. r ., tJ t1. ~~ .l~ ~ 
/ lfAAr~/ v Iii? 

• 

EDJ:lGW:U:iE5 the PAa~Otlia~ g. & tl:le;,alaoue quoted papel' -ef _)f . J. Muller , 
'-4 ,.._ ~,L.._ ~ht4•'.J ~ ~~,:./!fA /,e.yy L;_.._.._,/ '/ ;tt-t t M'4~l.t4- I) ( ~ 
th~a~s:::t.e- be r~er clo~~hFt ~~ regaPded as;the. 
~~ "J:2 ~~ t~- A "/"t' ~t:.. ~~ -71'"'/ 
~~int. /T~~asmuch as it is easier to protect the_ ~~P?lation , A~~~~/ / t' ~ p ,'? _ ~ ...,....-vt--~ ~ /-- -~ .~ 
from exposure to ionizing radiation than to adopt measur~~ 

--{ 

~ 

which will be necessary to counteract the ill effects of too high 

a spontaneous mutation rate , we shall in the following regard 

estimates for the doubling dose D0 which make this value come 

out low (and, accordingly, make the total mutation rate 

come out tolerable) as the optimistic estimate, rather than 

other way fround . 

In order to see the relationshi p between the l i fe 

shortening effect of ~~days per rep on the offspring of the 

exposure of the parents to an x-ray dose, D0 , the doubl i ng 

dose and - the total spontaneous mutatuon rate per generat i on -

one may reason as follows . 

On the one hand~ubl ing dose Do produces 

shortening in the offspring of J1~ days per rep . 

a l i fe 
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On the other hand, the doubl i ng dose D0 must by 

definition produce faults in the haploid set of the 
.... ,..,........ / -

genes, where 1 designates the spontaneous ly arising faults 

in the haploid se~ of gene,t/ The; efore th; number of faults 

added to the diploid somatic cells of the offsprong of parents 

who have been exposed to the doubling dose 

s added per doubling dose = /)__ / I 

Since one fault produces a life shortening of the adult~ ~years, 
we may write for the life shortening in days produced in the off
~ ' 

spring~u~by the dose D0 administered to the parents 

shortening (days) = '3 (;; S-4 /2. /'- I 

rep we may write 

t~ 

shortening of the offspring in days per 

3's-~ 2L:..!_ 
Do 

/ /bo If 
~I 2 3(;.,5;~(. j 

If w~ desig?ate the to~al ber of ~pQPt~Rt genes with 
,p.._/ plt, . tot._ (e't ilk/ S<S) 1 ~ .cr• ....,..,. IJ1t r.)~4t(i -

Nt we may write for ~~· th; total~tation rate per generation 
~ ~~~. #f#!t. -

of the haploid set of genes t~ 
J I'~ A :::--- ~ 

.{'"'J -f75) ~-t- ~ N, _ / I . / «-
:><_or , for ~ the total number of new mutations arising spon-

taneously per generation per individual 
~ 

vDo 
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A reasonable set of values chosen with the purpose in 

mind of trying to keep/+ , the total mutation rate, low 

might be as follows: N1 = 1,000; Nt = 5,000; Do = 36.5 rep, 

~= 6 years. The value of ~is ex~QPimQQtall¥ fixed at 

cf~ r.f :- 6 days per rep. 

The value of N1 = 1 , 000 is chosen because bacteria 

may be assumed to have 1,000 genes and there is no reason to 

believe that the somatic cells of mammals should need a sub-

stantially larger number of genes in order to be able to function 

- at least as microorganisms ~~in their own right. ~ { 7 t) 

Subst ituting the above values into (/¥ ) we obtain 
• 

/1 = 0 . 05 or J!' 1 - o£_~ ~~ = 0 . 25 or Jr+-== tJ,f>'-

J 01J 

~~~~ 0.25 is a rather high total mutation rate. Under~ 
-..u.__,...,..'l'!'-~r-<st'!!tll' 1JH6', we Qtil~ expect our mutation load to 

until a 

point,~ 
new mutational equilibr ium is established. At that 

the present favorable non-competitive conditions~ 
- ·- -- -().,s- " 

of each person conceived~a fraction of e would 
I -tJ,~-

only survive and the remaining fraction of 1- e. would 
u b 

suffer genetic death, provided that the individuals eliminated 

are heterozygous for the mutant gene1 rather than homogygous . 

Genetic deaths could take the form of death of an 
.. 4,.~ 

individual as an embryo or infant below 10 years of age1
1 !t (could 

take the form of failure to procreate even under the present 

non-competitive conditions. In addition, there might appear
1 

AVO 
~~ ~ ~y<~t//P 

a new phenomenon
1
Af an appreciable number of deavu~ in yougg / 

::::;n:~ :Ie ~ho are homozygous for certain mutant 

~, Q~ ~ ~<-
The worst consequence of~ increas~~n load ~f... 

wo~l~, howeoer, ~¥Gba~ly result -accord i ng to the views here 
0--"1. 

adopted - from ~ increase in the load of faults which would lead 
I 

to the onset of senescence at an earl i er age. 



J 
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(' 

'~'~may be seen from (~~), in our theory, the product 

\1 n ~ " 1\ """"'~ . • £:-foeot..... 

I II u 0 is fixed by the value f A~ • therefore, if the f>F&- .,1 _ 
; ...,Jt ,I / _..." ~~~ 

S=t}!; ~P~ mutd~, b;',_. ~~~ ~ ~j.';" :~e rai;_. · 

:::::f #-it faHs off in tht oame ~Y(!Or' the germ cells -as ~ 
~ tl/llu ~~-t--11 ~ .4/ ~ f?< • " 
(Tor the somatic cell J ~e must expect, at low dose rates, the 

d~~(t dose to ,;::-:a;:?~e sam;q.actor by whic~ the life '!:::rc.... ~ 
a~~Jg/f? ;fie~rradiated animals ~~~~ P/P ~ J.-/ Jl.-L V 

~ 
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The mutation rate 4. "f- would be higher than the 
/ 

above quoted value; if we were to assume that the doubling dose 

is higher than 36 . 5 rep, that ~ is shorter than 6 years or that 

~ ~ is larger than 5. 

Nt The mutation rate ft~could be lower if N_£N1 were 

postulated to be less than 5, but we hestt~te to assume that 

the total number of genes is less than 5,000 and we would also 

hesitate to assume that N1, the number of essential vegetative 

genes , is B~~f¥ higher than 1,000 . 

The 

mutation rate 

rather on the 

assumption N~ = 5 , 000 corresponds to an average 
2~0"0 £/ d"'~hL '(4 ':':: 

per gene/of 1 t .25,009 ~/,This is 
~~~~.J...'a" 

high side but not out of the range of possibilities. 

We might shift the average mutation rate per gene per generation 

to 1~ by assuming N~ = 2~000 but then we would also have 

to a;;;;;;r;·-fti'> = Cooo. This is probably as far as one might 

want to go for it is difficult to imagine that more than~OOO 
genes should be essential for the functioning of the somatic 

cells, in general. 

A number of authors believe that when a population 

of mice is exposed to a very low dose rate, the life shortening 

effect o£-a iven dese might be 2 or 3 times lower. Similarly, 

recent experiments by W. L. Russe~permit one to suspect that 

the doubling might be 2 or 3 times higher if x-rays are administered 
~ ....,.,..... 

at a very low dose O~_estimate -ror-the total sp~aneous 

it should 

- a 

d.oUbling 

------~=ters ·~t~he expression ( ), giving , the 

to-ta~-ne.o.us lD.Utation rate. 
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~ ~ (f:?-~uff ! - - - ~~-~ t:t;.:;; • 
We might now i nt ge in attempting to guess at what 

our total lead of mutatio s mi ght be . In th i s, we shal l fol l ow 
~ 

the reasoning presented b H. J. Muller in 1951 i n tQe art i c l e 
I 

entitled "Our Load of Mut t i ons". Assumi ng that i n the past 

mutant forms of the imp~tant genes we~Jsidered ~ an 
I 

average persistence generations , we then obtain a total 

~ 

i s twice as high as the /value of n = 2 . 5 whi ch corresponds to C. = 

6 years 2 

I t i s conceivable, however, that the average pers i stence 

of essential vegetat i ve genes was 25 rather than 50 generations and 

~his would reduce th load of faults 

t cons i dered? 

fault i n 

her genetic makeup ceases to be capable of bearing children 
- ~ I.A-... ~ -":1:' - _.,i f' = 6 years earl ier~er counterpart who lacks that 

particular fault . This is what one ~~~~pect on the asuumption 

that the terminat i on of th~ woman ' s reproductive period is determined 

by her physiological age - all other factors ~ equal . ~ If thi s 

assumption is correct , then there was i n the past a powerful 

selection operat i ng that tended to keep the load of faults low . 

In the past, infant mortality was high and the birth rate was 

high and women kept on having children until the end of the i r 

child-bearing peri od . Under such circumstances, the selection 

mechanism mentioned above would be the predomi nating mechan i sm. 

Clearly this sel ect i on mechan i sm is switched off it women have 

two or three children between the ages of 18 and 25 and then 

avoid having further children through exercising eon tro1 o vel' >t?'i ·, rz:: 
, 1 \ I I I 

~ -A:P<:~~"'-~ ..... tbll~=?"-:"' ;t "Y I......... t,t • I ,I I -

If such a maternal sel ect i on was i ndeed the predominat i ng 

sel ect i on mechan i sm i n the past, then, konr here orrJ when t his 
j,t.._.vC I 

sel ection ~ ceases to operate, we ought to expect that, 1n time, 
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our load of ~aults would double and, as d i scussed before, 

senescence would then set i n about 15 years earlier . 

However~ even i f we assume the wors t in this respect, 

our load of fau l ts would not i ncrease by more t han 2rl = o. 1 ~ 

~ year~ ~11..~/; r,., ,Thi s means that - at worst - i t woul d 

take 25 generat i ons for our load of faul ts to double . 

The effect of the "maternal" selection here d i scussed 

might be estimated as follows: 

Let us single out one part i cular essent i a l vegetat i ve 

gene . If a woman carries, as a heterozygote, this part i cul ar 
r:--

gene in a mutant form, her physiolog i cal age i s ( = 6 years 

higher than that of another female who does not carry this 

particular "faul t" but who i s otherwi se i dent i cal i n her genetic 

makeup . We assume now that the "physiological age" sets the 

termination of the reproductive period, we take for the "most 

probable durat i on" of the reproductive period 30 years . The 

particular fault thus probably shortens the reproduct i ve peri od 

by 1/5 of its length. The fertility of younger women is higher 

than that of older women . The average t i me interval between 

two success i ve pregnanc i es mi ght be ay a factor k (or perhaps 

2 or 3) longer near the end of the reproductive period than the 

val ue of th i s interval averaged over the whole reproductive 

period . 

If we now postulate that the maternal selection above 

represents the sole selection pressure or a stronly predominating 

selection pressure against faults, we may wr ite~ the mutat i on 

equilibrium for the particular fault we are discussing : 

11 78') 2:b - _!_~_L · _j_.~ ::::;_ - z_ s- -,{ (v' I Nt . c 
C- c ~ 

. ~ -- I 
LA ~ I tle-- ' 

,. -
(' z... 

~!'I , 
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and for the value of ~ ,. -= {!) , o ..r--~ ~ 
~~~ / 

we obtain 

- "Vt... -
Under "natural" conditions, the average time interval between 

two successive pregnancies in young women might be about one 

year
1 
~ towards the end of the reproductive period it might 

be about five years andis'Be>isame jH1;erva< averaged over the 
t. 

L 
whole reproductive period of about 30 years might be about two 

~&..t~ ..1 
years . Tht~we~~d ~correspond to~ ~~ = 2.5. This co-

incidence might, of course, turn out to be fortuitous. 

I 
~ { 

I 

tl I y-

~ 
I 

l { v (!y-, 

l 
-~ 

y 

~IV()d( Uf·tb 

--~uv.L - /tu 
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ON THE NATURE OF THE AGING PROCESS 

by 

Leo Szilard 
The Enr i co Fermi Institute of Nuclear Studies 

The Un i versity of Chicago 

Part I: On the Effect of Faults on the 
the Life Expectancy of the Adult /; 

; 

This paper represents describe a hypo-

10/30/58 

thetical biological process that account for 

the phenomenon of aging and that 
~ 

effect of ~:tn--c;omp~'te~ en 

~ the -~~ Aging manifests itself in much the same general manner 

in all mammals and we should be in the position to learn enough 

about the aging of mammals to be able to test the validity of a 

theory that leads to predictions of a quantttative kind - as does 

the theory here presented. 

This theory assumes that the elementary step in the process 

of aging is the "destruction" of a chromosome of a somatic cell/ 

in a random process, wh~ch somehow renders the whole ~hromosome 

''non-competent", even though it may not. destroyi¢.~ a physical 

sense. · . assumed that the probability '&ftae a ~ 
"' , -~ 
destroyed~ remains constant throughout 

life and that the rate at which chromosomes of the somatic cells 

are destroyed is a characteristic of the species. 

As the result of such an aging 

of the 

probability becomes very large when f, the fraction of the 

) 



the fraction of 

and, yet, the organism may 

continue to live. Accordingly, we shall ~cEtatively postulate 

for the critical value of the fraction of the surviving cells 

(1) > 
or 

(2) 

4 ~The precise meaning of the term "critical value" f* 
I J 

is somewhat 

form of the theory1which we shall discuss 

crude form of the theory/ 

J ) . ' (" 

In the crudest form of the theory, we shall assume that~ 
l_!1 ,Z..ti- ; ~ :;~~~·A~ d ~±nainiO.UaJ. eP at any-Pate,~-~; ~ovee age of 10 ~J 

does not die of natural causes until the fraction of his surviving 

somatic cells comes very close to the critical value f* and that 4_ X-

person ~ dies within the year in which this fraction 

death is uniquely determined by the genetic makeup of the individual. 

If this were true, identical twins would ~u9 ~ die1 at least 

within one year of each other. In fact, as we shall see, the 

dying of- na tar al 
4.~~ # ~~ I l ~ 1 ~ I I ~ 
f,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a&~H 

.e. the a 
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cells reaches the critical value f*) • 

If not otherwise stated, our discussion relates to Man 4£

o the female of the spec i es( in particular.~ the 

case of Man, the somatic cells of the female contain 23 pairs of 

homologous chromosomes. 

The theory assumes that in a genetically perfect female, 

i.e. a female whose genetic makeup contains every gene in two 

fully competent copies, ~somatic cel~ remains functional as 

long as at least one chromosome - out of each pair of homologous 
~ /(,.eft' ~ /-(' .<% r .,t ,- ~ ,. 

chromosomes - r~ns comp~t. . somatic cell ceases to be 

functional~opie:' ~y of the 23 chromosome~~se to 

be competent. 
tdwJ-~ ,4-

we shall ~consiaer how the 
( 

be affected by t he aging process if 
/. 

perfect but contains in ~~genetic makeup mutant - non-competent -

forms of genes. 

will 

There may be perhaps 5,000 or 10,000 11 important 11 genes carried by 
t 

Man. The term '1important 11 is used here in the sense that if one of1 these 

is present in ~ mutant, incompetent, formJf~ the genetic makeup ~ 
1 (~O~f' I -) {!_ uC.:Q.. ~/ 

i nditl"±d'l:!e-3:, t~atl\ individual would be handicapped .m life. 

He might not be handicapped under present l i ving conditions in the United 

states) when essentially no adult dies for lack of food or shelter and no 

adult has a reduced propensity to procreate because of his inability to 

provide ~d or shelter for his offspring. But he would have been handi~ 

capped, definition of the term 11 important 11
, under conditions 

" t (/ 
~~~~~~~~-e~~~~~~==~s=~g~ij~~ - recent times. ~~ up to - !t'klJit~~~ J f / l;he ev:9lut i Gnaiy t: l:me 

I/ 

forms of such The( undance in the population of mutant ~e 
genes is, therefore, It preee~t at a l oW v~lu; due to the select i on pressurw 

which have operated i n the past - ~ to ~~~~lf. 

~Lc-f-. li. II' 
We may assume that ~ of these i mportant genes somehow a£fect d, _ ~ 

,47t::l ~ 
differentiation or morphogenesis dur i ng the embryonic deve~~and that 

mutant -~ -forms of such genes, even i f they are "covered", 

~ ~e=rre €eroz:ygo-ue ~d 1 ;t1 on~. 
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ompetent copy gene-- [i.e. even in the heterozygote] 

may cause, with a 

"" the 
I' 

ese "important y;enes", m:tH<-an'E-
e ,; / I ; 'I J. ~;' 7 ;' , • ~ ., • 

Yl.C.CUIJ.Il.e;~;.Q;a:&~,--~~~!ll-9'i;--:eil JILa. lOOn tlh"P.e-nprrr"'Fe~!III"F~~i-rr-th' 
....:.Cr+.:~'..s..r J ~ ~ f. : ("' 

[i.e. "not covered" by competent 
I 

copy of the - 1 ,,. .. -,c..,-, . 
'77. '"" 

gene] in the somatic cell of the adult, without rendering that ~~ ~ - r 4':--"--
4~,... ~ / 

We assume, however, that among the 5,000 to 10,000 "import~nt"4. 
somatic cell non-functional. 

genes, there is ~ t a minority of genes, perhaps 1,000 or 
~ ~- ~ 
;/ ,. 

2,000, which are essential for the functioning of the so 
I w-/vt. t 

-trl"-vt<1:-s4~...;.;.; 

of the adult. We shall call these genes ~a sub-class of 

tic cells 
'Z.. _.,1 

all tlie 
lj ~ 

"important" genes] '•@!S s t!i1 tia3.. vegetative" genes and.)t' mutant, 

e>~ 

~~_w~~~~~--·. ~· 

#.· y 
of the adult 

From these assumptions it follows that when a chromosome is 
h. 1.( 

destroyed, in the course of the process of aging, the cell~ 

cease~ to become functional if the homologous copy of the chromosome 

contains a fault. 

According to the theory here presented, the "genetic" reason 

why some adults live shorter and others live longer is due to the 
~ 

difference in the number of faults contained in t~~netic makeup. 

If we assume that the faults are distributed at random in the 

population n U • t&a St~t~~' and if we know the mean number of 

faults per individual which we Sftal l designate with n) we are 

then able to compute the distribution i the 

population and may then compare 

~, 

~ 
~ given by the life tables. 

In case of the population of the United States, or even ~ 
IJ 

such a subgroup as white females, the differences in the social 
II 
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setting in which different individuals live may be expecte to /~ . 
... 1&P It,.', 

introduce a scattering of the individual_t' value~of i ,. ~should 

somewhat broaden the distribution of the ages at death. This 

broadening is in addition to the non-genetic scattering which 

manifests itself in the mean age differences at death of identical 

If. • "' • I / ' .. 2 (" / •I ~ ~";t •-L_ 
twins ~ ,.L, 

' , l 
j._,...<_ ,.e ~ • -

Because this additional broadening cannot be theoretically 

predicted, there is some advantage in considering a group that may 
f-( 

be mogeneous with respect to the social setting 

in which its members spend their lives. For this reason, we 

make use of the observed mean age difference at death of non

identical ~dizygotic] jwin~. The mean age difference o~ 
A 1-W¥ I . I .,. tJ-.. ~ < ? ,.. '' ~ 

at death may compute · · he distribution of faults 
~ 1'1-1 -

in a population of siblings~&&Ja~ ttttt~ a ccorrection for the non-

genetic scattering on th 

at death o~entical twin . 

t · ( observed value '-~~ 

number of deat per year is maximal [for white females] between 

the ages of 80 and 81, it is possible to arrive at an estimate 

for n, the mean value of the faults in the population. 

If we assume that the elementary step in the process of ~ 

aging consists in the destruction of the whole 

conclude that we have 2 i... n < 3. 

for L ,~number o~rs 
ex~ncy of a~lt and we 

ilQate 

. ~t-.lwu~wf the possibility 

that the elementary step in the process of aging might be the 

destruction of one-half of a chromosome rather than a whole 
P-. ( 

chromosome. ~ wo&ld lead to and 

One might be tempted to go a.ea further and to assume that 

the elementary process of aging consists in the independent 

destruction of small segments of chromosomes or ~even in 

the independent occurrence of point mutations. If one computes, 

however, on the basis of such assumptions the difference between the 
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life expectancy of the female and the male, one obtains ~~ranees_ 

than the observed difference of about three 

years. 

The Effect of a Fault on the Life Expectancy of the Adult: 

We shall now proce7~ to compute the surviving fraction of 
a ~~ 'r 4~£ 

the somatic cells ~ ]ad±v1duar as a function of ~hronological 

age -- first, for~ a enetically perfect female,wkBs and next, for 

a female who{e geaotic-:::k~Oftta~r faults ., ~ " r , __ _ 
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the rate at wh i ch chromosomes ar 
~~ 

:N:l.,..l;.f\e-cQJJ.r..:ar.e..~~~ proaeae ~ ag i ng d.Geo Rot chan~ throughout 
~~___,. ~ 

the life of the i ndiv i dual and that ~ (is fi characterist i c ~the 

species. Designating this rate with ~ , we may write ~ 

-at any ghen a~- for J , the average number of "aa;;l:thg hits", 

suffered in toto by the chromosomes of a somatic cell of an individual 

(3) 

Or, if we write 

(4) I 
I 

then we have 

( 5 ) 

r:--L may be defined as the average time interval between two 
a.. 

subsequent aging hits suffered by the chromosomes of tRe somatic 

cell. We may call this average time interval<:', the basic 

time interval of the aging proces~ 

We may now compute for a genetically perfect female -

i.e., the female whose geneticamakeup contains no fau17'-

the probability that a somatic cell may surv i ve an average 
.; ~ ~1t6 ·)~ 

~ "aging hits" as fo+lows :( , &.> t~/ _I t 

of ~ 

W{-~ ~I&M'Vf 'H-11 vt / q/ 
Y we single out one QhFemeiame--pair, he probability~hat an 

average of j 
arising from 

(6) 
-~ -/ z e ( 1- e ) + 



r 
I n this expression L stands for 

(7) 0-:_i. 
L- 2.~ 

I 

Where m represents the number of chromosomes i n the haploid set. ~c ' 
fl.~ 1 1 i • l' 

)t In express i on ( 6 ) the first term represents the 

probability that one of the two chromosomes suffers an ag i ng h i t 
4:Jru ~ ,, 
~~ne other escapes be in~ h i t represents the 

probability that both chromosomes escape ~ Expression 

(6) we may also write in the form 

( 8 ) -z 
~= J-(1-e? ) ..... 

?. 
) 

The probability that an average of (~ ag i ng hits leaves the somatic 

cell functional with respect to all m chromosome pairs is thus 

given by 

We shall assume for the purposes of this paper that we have 

and thus we obtain in the approximation that we choose to use 

(10) If?).;;; -2 'l-
- I'Vk(_ I - e. ) 

(!_ 

We may write expression (10) also in the form 

and by 

-1 
_ r'h-t. {1 - e ) '-(11) Ltt _L 

/f[) 
expanding ( 11) we obtain ~ /[ u: jt~..,/( /1' ~/ 

.:: /H-1 "2 2. ( /- f +-;} ( ~+ '" ) (12) k .L 
lf"!J 

~If we designate the crit i cal value for the fract i on of surviving 
~ ... ~or..' it e ~ ~ ~~/ 

somatic cells with f, and i f we des i gnate wi th x the average .<..f./, I._ 

number of hits at whi ch the ~Q¥ ui o iag fract i on of the surv i v i ng 
w. 

cells falls to the cr i t i cal value f the 



, 
.; 

• < 

then we oo ~ by substituting ~ h {iJ) 

(13) X 
2..~ 

X 

(j4) 

"L 

(~ "'? ~ X 7 X _ ) 
-1--- +-''' 

z-~ /2.. ~~- 4/Jit 
, 

rvv- ta female who ~not genetically perfect and whose 

genetic makeup contains r fi/ltf; the surviving fracti~. of the 

somatic cells will be loweryfor an ;qual .a¥ePa~e num of j _. 
For such a female we may write for~ critical number of hits -

for which the fraction of the surviving cells is given by f~ ' 
X +-r-- ~ 

[I - ( 1- t: ~~ ) '- J 
(1~ 

~ - ..,_ '--
1- (1-t~~) 
I) 

~here xrdesignates the c~ical average number of hits x for a 
'I 

somatic cell containing r faults. 

For this expression we may write . X. ~~ 
).~ -~·( 1- ,e· 2.~ 

(~ I ~ = (2_ 
--~e~. ---~-r--,----e~-~~~~--)~~----
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or by expanding this, we obtain 
Q ~ 

7..-«A. .. J(y- )- r ?--

t / (_&~ I } (I..:.... - (t- ;:-tW-, ) - .;._?- lr),, (20) ~ ., ' 
}'4, t.. 

--1-B--tire cun-sTdEWation to -which we propose "tro'" ·;:.:u u4text ..-:we-s1'ta~ 
, . o-r ')M.J ~~ 

cons1 er on y ma -values of r for which we may neglect the second 

term in expression(l9) so that in our approximation we may now 

write from ( 19) : )(,., .,. r 

(21) 

By expanding this we obtain .~thin the limits of the 
p.rl~..... r , \ 

accuracy of !the approximation we-ppe~~~~lie~-~~~~~~~~~ 

(22) 4, . .L ~ (Y-,.. 1- r ),_( 
1 

_ ~ 
'I ' ;, "l. 'Y1 

We may express irom (19) inversely 

and write 

(23) 

) 

I 
-... 

and if we expand this, we obtain in our approximation 

from f * 

1:~ (24) J( ~+,., "'"\.. 
I 'f11t1 _A-t L + 4 -'- -,..... f¥- -

~~ 
f 

If we designate with t ,- the critical age, i.e. the age at 

) 

~/ 

which the surviving fraction of the somatic cells of an individual 

who has r faults reaches the critical 

!::...,. 

~ value f, we may write 

(25) .X..,.. - ----c 

and thus we obtain from 2..~ 

{:.,-. t\ / 
(26) r .0. 2.. '1~ - + -<7: I ..L 

/hi 
or 

tl -
-fr- <('X 2 %t - (_ 

(27) 1-
~~ t-uf. T tt.-\. 

From ximation -- each 
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the critical age for a genetically perfect female (i.e. a female 
a.#<."" ., 

r = the "life span" of 

the species. For this "life span", we obtain from (27) 

I 
(28) 

1- v.L 
By introducing t 0 into (27) we obtain ~ 

(29) ~r - ~0 - ['Y' -
and 

_,. - ~ o-t-r - .. (29A) 
rz:-

And from ( ) we obtain 

(29B) 

or 

-(29C) -
The equations (29B) or (29C) show that if we compare two species of 

mammals, A and B, for which the values of f*, the critical } raction -- "'" of the surviving cells, is about the same and which have about the 

same chromosome number m, we may write 

1:'-(TS J 7:(/1- l - ., 

l vl/1 J 
(29D) --

This relationship may be expressed by saying that the addition 
- .; ,A 

of one fault produces .a( shortenMig t/t!Jif lif/' Jo4iiga FO}i'» Oii9~ in -M1!811--

different species, he same fraction of the life span 

This is important because it is possible experimentally to 

introduce faults into the genetic substance of the somatic cells 

by exposing animals to ionizing radiation ~Sftd~e relationship 
, Jh!;;s=. ~ It 

expressed by (29C ) permits
1 

o exptrapolate ~ life shortening 

~ observed in the case of one species of mammals to another 

species. Such an extrapolation must, of course, either be~ based 

on the assumption that the "sensitivity" of the chromosomes of the 

two species for the- ;;diation employe~ is the same 1or else the 
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"sensitivity" must somehow be determined by an appropriate experiment. 
h,.,.J 

If the~c romosome numbers m(A) and m(B) of the two species, 

A and B, are different, then using the approximation given by (29C ) 

and neglecting the second term in the numerator, we may write 

(29E) 
f:(/f-//-t:t?/11- / -
i1 ~Yt /)(/3) -

This means that -t-he-l-i fe 

0... 

l o! I 

w'. tr ,..~ 
shortening produced -by· one a-dded ,., ·A ht 

faul t l' in -the species of mammals that has a small _ chromosome number 

thac nother species of -IIla'IDBlal· , life is shortened by a fraction 

of the life\ span which is smaller by a factor of 
l ' .• ( 

thanVin ~e species which has a largeJ chromosome number. 
~ , r ~/ 

~~~~~ft~ • • ~1h~number of chromosomes in the haploid se~ is 

' 
11 for 

the Chinese hamster and the opossum, 19 for the cat, 20 the 

22 ,for the rabbit, 23 for man, 

t lt ittgB 

for the Chinese hamster, for instance, a percentile 

shortening of the life span caused by an exposure to, say, a dose of 

x-rays which is lower by a factor of about Vlfthan the shortening 

for the mouse, a factor 

the dog ~ 

!V/ ~~c.. * * * 

ro~~ 
approximation different from that~used in this 

paper, we do not neglect the second term in (19) and thus obtain/ 

in the first approximation 

I~ 
' or 

(29G) 

or 
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In the crudest form of the theory, we postulate that a person dies 

within the year which is centered around the critical time t = tr, when 

the fraction of his surviving cells reaches the critical value f*. This 

crudest form of the theory disregards the scattering in the ages of death 

of individuals who are genetically identical.l ~ach non-genetic scatter lng; 

~v~ manifests itself in the distribution of the ages at death of identical twins. 

XX 

As mal be seen from ( &f), in the approximation in which this 
Cf'tx. ~/.,~, _t,;l ,, / ~ ~ :a:c::O>(" ~~ 

formula holds) the age t!.ii:" dleath ~ r as g;i.ven h¥ th~ e~l:lae ferrn• o:f t:Re 

iffi:eoFif t..f !led aced by ~ years , where ('(-
~ t' "" J.,· (J c ~ 

of the aging process 7 if the pmq.ber of fault:a 

And, similarly, in the less crude form of 

the theory in which the distribution o~~~t~ ~o~inuous rJ 
function of the age, we may say that~ expec tacy of'. the adult ~-

r by rz:- years.g:i:f tfie AtmtGeP ef fa'bllte i~ the-genet!c makeup o£' i;he 

~iHdividaal iS 1ncre~ by -~is is one of the basic predictions! to 

which we are led by ~ theory heFe pFeBeAtod. 

According to the crude~ 'fo:r:•m e:-f ;,h{ theoey, 
.,..-...., .--- -

would die only in certain years - at the critical ages, 't;- r ""\and the 
~l J 

years in which death occurs within ~ cohort would be separated from each 
,_ 

other by time intervals of L years/ deaths would occur in the inter-

vening years. 

Further, if the distribution of the faults in the population is 

random, then, according to the crude 2-oau o:E=4fie theory, the number of 
e\.t ~t~ ('I ,. ) 

deaths, Pr, occurring ~~e-age£ of tr, would be given by the Poisson 

distribution 
-

?~ /YL. e ( ~0) - Y:.l 
' 1(:) -t,_ 

where, according to ( 2~), we have r (5~ ' 

and where n stands for the average number of the faults r, distributed at 

random among the individuals in the population. 

The distribution of the ages at death in the population is actually 

a continuous function. This is due to the fact that the probability of an 
~'(I 0 

individual dying rises as a continuous function ' as the fraction of his sur~ 
, < /:!.!..£!!::?' I tf£.. , ' 

t#VSJ jl. <.. ~ ~ H 

viving somatic cells falls and approaches the critical value f* This 

causes a non-genetic scattering in the distribution of the ages at death, 
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which manifests itself in the distribution of the ages at death of identical 

twins. ~u-~~an additional non-genetic scattering in the ages of 

death of the population which is due to the inhomogenity of the population 

with respect to the environment in which different individuals spend their 

lives. 

We shall leave this non-genetic scattering out of account for the 

moment and merely ~~e, for the sake of convenience, ,.;he discontinuous 

Poisson distributio~for the ages at death given by ~ by the continuous 

distribution P(r). 

( 31 ) ?fr) -- -- I 

·,.-
the number of deaths occurring 

centered around ~i~c,_..a~ age~ -t-

XX ( '3l-) d'~) = ~) t · 

if ~ , the basic time interval, is expressed in years. 

Because, as we shall see l~ter, there is actually an appreciable 

~ • 1 c- ~ rl. ~ J ,f' r ~ ~ ve..~·c . • ( ~ L , , 

-non-genetic scattering ~~he ages at-death, we may not ex ect this formula to 
I~ ~H.,. ~1?-"1"' / ~/ 

give(the-co~rec number of deaths ~ ~ear ~- Even a moderate non-

? genetic scattering ~substantially in'cpease the number of deaths occurring 

~tr!.. ~!~ ~{ 
er yean at 'e"S w a u lL lower h_!gh.er ha11 the- age at wh"ich 

t~ t. / .-

v;\ >) t he- number o-f 

of. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~;:~~~~~~ s per year rises steeply with age at !l:ew agee snd ~J:J::s ste 

~;~ At the a~e, eP~ar the age at which the number of deaths per 

year is maximal, a moderate amount of non-genetic scattering will lower the 
~IVW ~ l"i:J"'-.l 

number of deaths per year~ven by ~) but it will lower it only by a 

comparatively small amount. 

For this reason it should be possible to obtain an estimate for~ 

value for~) d(~?} ~ l~ 2. ) 

~ ~l'vk ( r J 
~K ~ -q:-

year,~en by the life tables, for the age at 

by comparing the maximal 

wh i ch this number attains its maximal value. 

h expected to be l-ower-. 
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According to the Life Tables based on the 1949-50 census for 

white females, the maximum number of deaths occurs between the 80th and 

8lst year. For those alive at 40 years of age, the number of deaths 

between 80 and 81 is given by 3.~~ 
XX ( 3B/ ) tf{ ~ ) -:::-~ -..=.. o.~ o· 

Because the RmKP non-genetic scattering must reduce the maximal value for 

the number of deaths per year which is predicted by ( 33 ), we may write 

XX ( 3,0 ~~~(~) 

and, further, we may write from ( '? '3 ) ~ (3 .P} 

(3 ~ ) ~~ (~) () , 3 '-f ,p 1 ~- / I _L 
XX - -- - -

M J Jt::7 L" kA)[/;;9 l?·l 'L" 
• 
~ 

{._, 
I ~ 

.A~y rt/Vt 1 / t-1~~: 
" and --'- - ~ --'-. + 

( ~ ) XX 
,.__. - ;3 !(;;? r /~~ ~ v;-;- ~ (_ -
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In the crudest form of the theory used above, the 

distribution of the ages at death is determined solely by the 

genetic makeup of the individuals i n the population, i .e. it is 
by 

determined XkaX the distribution of faults in the populat i on. 

~ 61~~~~e:t1e-;m~f t~ t:;";;;':;;::,~l ~ ~ 
r- t.t# ~ ' 
~~ hat identical twins must both die within an i nterval 

of one year. 
.fi r 

"l'hc GI'udest form of the tbeorr;: leads to such a 

year in which he 

by the number of 

of the theory we 

at death of female identical twins. 

The mean age d i fference at death for identical female 

twins wh~above the age of 60 has been reported by Franz J. 

Kallman , to have a value of 2.6 years , so that we may write: 

From this value we may estimate for the mean age difference of 

female identical tw i ns who both die above the age of 40 

~ A f'o (I~) = r .Cillo (~ I 
~tt. 

value of~ we may est imate from the U. s. Li fe 

Tables based on the 1949-50 census(us i ng Table 6 for white females, 

in wh i ch the number of deaths are listed in yearly intervals}- By 

computing ~ on this basis, we obta i n ~ = t. 3/ so that we then 

have 

(43+ --. -.. 
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No data appear to be ava i lable concerning the ~ 

shape of the distribut i on of the ages at death of identical female 

twins. For that reason, as well as for the sake of conven i ence, 
./ I S 

we shall assume that is distribution .tta:s Lhe shape ef *f/ Gaussian. 

in making the transition from the crude 

form of the e theory - that in a 

cohort of female identical twins, the maxi mal number of deaths per 

year occurs in the year in which the fraction of 
-¥r 

cells reaches the critical value f. 

For the standard deviation ~~~e may write for a 

Gaussian distribution 

(44) ~ 15[~~) ~~-~~) 
and thus we obtain for the standard deviation of ~sian;~ --
_whi~ describes the distribution of the ages of identical female 

emale 

(47) 

T 

write beta 

we obtain 
lo-o 

(48) / 

-
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I 
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We may now use this value i n order to correct ~ }~...,......., 
obtained from the life tables, for the non-genetic scattering 

which manifests itself in the mean age d i fference at death of 

female identical twins. 

by writing ~ 

We obtain the corrected value ~,r(~ J~ 
/ 

Yrri (-d. ~)~-r;~) ~ 
From this we obtain 

I (.VO 

By substituting this value for ,-t. ~ j t.rll in (41), we 
~ 

obtain for .t.al.1 7:' , the corrected value of i;ew C. errr 
I -:: ~-L _L _t . 

)f_'lt_)_tJ;;::'_ ( {fii? ~ MJt/llt ~) 

For n = 2.5 we thus obtain 

. ~ 
~ 

L ~ L 6~/~ ~ 

~ ! 



I 
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~ l l 1 ~1. 

.-. fan 1 tl'tii¥'the populat i on is i nhomogenous with respect to the social 

a non-genet i c scattering for the 

crit i cal value which we are not able to estimate in any direct 

manner. ? o/t t • 
we shall now adopt a 1different 

~ ~·~~~~~~~~-
to the problem of determining the value of ~. ~~~~~~~-----

3 

based on the observed mean difference at the ages of death of female 

siblings 

The mean age difference for dizy,gotic (non-identical) 

female twins who die~ 1--~ve the ages of 60/ "2\'t 0 V • ') has been 

reported by Franz J . Kallman to have a value of 6.2 years. From 
~ ~h ~ ;;~£.-?•·fc.._. 

this we may estill t'e or dizyp.gotic female twin~ both die Z-.:z, 

above the age of 40 - in the~ spelled out 1 ,~ 1, .t, /,_1 

t ~~ c. ~to riJ;f-= r ~ () r:'4) ~IZF" 
~rf.- =:- /1Sj 

This empirically de~ermined mean age d i fference of the ages at 
\ 

death of female d i zy gotic twins may be now correcte the 

basis of the empirically obtained mean age difference at death 

of identical female twins) in order to obta i n that part of the 

mean age difference of the ages at death of dizy,gotic~ female 

twins which is purely genet i cally determined~ 

determined by the distribution of faults i n a population of 

-
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~ 1,( fAr cuL!')cvor = 7.-3~ years 

®~ LVn-'-< f.u( 
From this(~determined value, we may then determine 

~ value of L by writing 

~~ 7.3 ~ c 

~? ll)~ [ 

-L ~~ -tf 

7~3..s-·- 'J- C-.~ t-0 

li,' ~~r 
~ere Diff stands for the mean difference in the number of faults 

in a population of female siblings. 

In order to compute the value of Diff ( ) , we 

shall assume that the dist~ibution of faults in the population 

is given by ( ) i .e. a Poisson distribution where the number 

of faults r has a mean value of n. 

A female inherits with a probability of 1/2 each "fault" 

~ 
conta~n~~n the genetic ma~eup 

if th~ of "faults" t;l-fiS-t-:-llJ'AIIv 

Therefore, 

is designated 

with s then the probability a daughter of such parents 

has i faults in her genetic makeup is given by 

distribution which corresponds to a mean value ~ s = 2n 

( ~~ ·~-l r.f ... 2. .. h 

~~ - . -_-;-r r: 
Accordingly, we may write for Diff/ the mean difference in the 

number of faults in the genetic makeup of female siblings 
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For this we may write 
\ 

2 ( 
-~ ---for large values of n~ For n = 3 

For n = 2 we have ~ (1-. )-:..-

On the basis of the crude theory, we may, therefore, write 

for the mean age difference for female siblings at death from (53) 

{j 

or 

·/ 

= Is-f t'r. td 

/ 4 /( 

I 
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r~ Because the d i stri but i on of ages at death in the population 
(JfP~ ~ t) tvl t-

isAaffected by a non-genetic scatter du o the scattering of the 

critical value f wh i ch ar i ses from the inhomogenity of the social 

setting in which individuals are born and in which they spend their 

lives, it is necessary, for the sake of conceptual clarity, as well 

as for the sake of the convenience of the computations, to make a 

specific assumption concerning this kind of non-genetic scattering. 

A convenient specific assumption which we shall make here is that 

this kind of non-genetic scattering produces a Gaussian distribution 

in the value of P< { rr), the critical number of aging hits for an 

individual containing r faults. On the basis of this specific 

assumption, we may now say that a cohort of individuals whose 

genetic makeup contains r faults will have a maximal number of deaths 

per year in the ye~~~for which the distribution P(r) given in ( ) 

becomes a maximum. The maximal value of P(r) is attained for ~~~~ 
r ~ n-1/2. 

Since, according to the Life Tables based on the 1949-50 

census for white femalew, the maximum number of deaths per year 

occurs between the ages of 80 and 81, we may write: 

XX (Is- ) (lt),J' + 'tt - 1;-z_ --= X -r -1- ..,-.. 
'('- b~3.) ~ 2o 

From this equation, from (~~and from(~) and from the postulated 

condition z/ k ..J_ <: .3 we obtain n ~ 3. -
~~ :: 

Jv, ~t A t,-~tr~ r 



_, 
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In this manner we obtain an upper limit for n. 

For n 3 we obtain from (63) years. 

Lower limit for n. 
_2 

In order to obtain a lower limit for n, we now turn to the 

distribution of the ages at death, as given by the 1949-50 census for 

white females and on the basis of these data we reason as follows: 

The number of deaths per year( which reaches its maximum -- as 

stated above -- at 80.5 years of not fall off equally fast 

on both sides of the maximum; it fa ls off faster towards higher 

ages than towards lower ages. Thus, the number of deaths between 
I -.1 

the ages of 70 and 71 are lower by a factor of 1.5 than the maximal 

number of deaths per year (i.e. the number of deaths per year between 

the 80th and 8lst years), ~t the number of ~deaths per year between , ~ ' ~ 

0 and ~1 ~re lower by a factor of 1.925 than this maximal number. 
I I ) "" { (i - } l \. .M-- -' 

~ We may now take the distribution of the ages at death as 

predicted by the crude form of the eheory and, in particular, we 

may take the continuous distribution J P(r) given by ( ), and 

choose n to have some particular value, "n". For such a value of 

"n", the distribution P(r) will have a maximum for some value 

r = "r" -- which is close to ("n" -1/2). We first compute the 

value of " D,." for which P ("r" + ".Ll ") is 101'1er by a factor of 1. 5 

than the maximal value of P(r). Subsequently, we compute the value 

of P("r" "''IIIP"' " A ") with a view of determining by what "factor" it is 

lower than the maximal value. For high values of n this "factor" 
J 

will be greater than 1.925. There must be a value of "n" = n* 

for which this "factor" will be just about 1.925. By following 

the procedure just described we find for n*, a value slightly 
) I 

above 2. (For "n" = 2 the "factor" is 1.98 in place of 1.925, 
.. l 

and for "n" = 2.5 the factor is 1.835). 

From this we are led to conclude that the correct value of 

n is larger than 2. 

Our reason for concluding / rather than 

4 l- is based on the following considerations : The 

observed number of deaths per year between the ages of 40 and 50 

are more numerous than one would expect on the basis of a Guassian 

distribution which has its maximum at 80.5 years of age, which has 

a maximal value of 3.67/ 100 and which falls by a factor of 1.5 
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between the ag·es of 80. 5 and 70. 5. This indicates that the non
NA "(/rt '( ~--<., 

genetic scattering of the ages at death is no symmetrical1 

/rv-
hitherto assumed it to be ~at le~ in the case of identical twins 

but that it falls off from its maximal value towards lower ages mo e 

slowly than toward higher ages. This might then be, at least in 

part, the reason why the observed 44st~ution of th age at 
c I -

death . fall by a smaller factor betwe~n the ages of 80.5 and 70.5 

years than be we~n the ages of 80.5 ~,~-90 . 5 years. In these 

might ~add that it is a priori 

from a theoretical point of view to assume that the 

-' 
ages , 

-t-han t -owards higher age-s. Our previous assumption that this 

distribution ~iC":l and CJ. 
/ 

by Guassian 

;~ ' ,Ur d:t ~ ..,. 
was mad~ for the sake of the convenience of certain, particular 

computations onl~ 

Having thus found that n must lie within the limits of 

we shall from here on regard the value of 

/it A-t -= z. 
as the "most reasonable" value for n, and 

if ~o~ otherwise stated of our subsequent computations 

on ~assumption ~fta:~"rr~IM~~~~~;t..~ww.--
For the value of n = 2.5, we have from (63) 

And, further, we obtain from ( 

or 

Middle Age 
I 

) for 

= 6.15 years . 

We may define middle age as~alf the most probable age 
~ 

at death, which then would come out for white females to be~~~ 

1 
40. years. It is of some ,ineerest_, ~ <}_ com!?}lte the fraction 

I I , p.-• ; .!-!-~'~·-~--

of the surviving somatic cells at m1ddle age . For n = 2.5, we 

obtain from for this fraction ~ 

v 
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~ /'ht Af ~/~ /~ ~ 
r I.£ i:n 

~~at middle age an appreciable deterioration of at least some of 

the physiological functions. 

The Reduction Factor of the Last Years. 

The factor by which the fraction of surviving cells f 

decreases for successiv~ intervals ~ ' increases with increasing 

age. It is of some interest to know the value of this reduction 

factor for the last interval~ which precedes the critical age 

for death. We may compute R0 : the reduction factor for the last .. "'!kcttff{_ 
rag 2 ·± 

interval , for females who are ikely to die at 80.5 

years of age by writing 

(66) 

and for n = 2.5, we have from ( ) 

(67) 

If R0 , the reduction factor at the end of life, were in fact as 

large as this,then we may expect that visible signs of senescence 

-may frequently become very marked during the ~ ( -= 6 years of 

life just prior to death. 

Physiological Age. 

There are phenomena that generally accompany senescence. 

Among these are, for instance, the g~aying of the hair and the loss 

of accommodation of the eye. A number of r-o;he~eneral charac-

teristics accompanying senescence might be detected if a systematic 

search for such phenomena gets under way. For a group of animals, 

one may expect the mean age at which such characteristics of senescence 

appear( to a quantitatively defined deg~e1to be determined by the 

mean age for the group at which the fraction of th~vi~g~somatic 

cells of the animals reaches the critical value f*. We shall, 

two ~emales whose genetic makeup differs from 

differ from each other in physiological 

age 
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defined on he basis of the age specifi rate, 

if one o different strains o animals 

ly 

genic 
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Organ Specific Faults: 

for certain specialized somatic cells which serve the needs of the 
k 

whole body. Because suc~~i~l~z~ells are ~ 
~~ • .,_, kt: ~") \./"\-~ --..._ I) 

localized in~l organ we shall~ for the sake of brevity~ refer to ~· 

~ as rga~ s~ific genes ,~~tant1non-competent forms 

of ~genes we shall designate as organ specific faults. 
~__./ [I 

~specialized cells a~ for instance~ 

for the secretion of a hormone, ~e ~n general 

~~acity However, as ~ fraction of these speci; lized cells / ff-1Nt A _, 

su stan~only decreases as a result of the advance of the aging 

process, the 1surviving specialized cells might be stimulated to 
~ __. 

their maximum production. If we now eonoider a person whose 

genetic rna eup contains one fault essential for the functioning of 
I c--"..... 7 

the specialized ce11J URd~de&~u~~n, the total output of tfl@~L 
~ ~* I --

spee ia±~ed/ c;lls might a vaftee ge be decreased for two 
~~ u 

First, the masimal output of ~ cells might be ~~ 
t.-~-1 -" 

1}2 · contain only one instead of two competent copies of the 

relevant es:aeht organ specific gene; and, second, - because 

the cell ceases to be functional when the chromosome containing the 

only competent copy of the gene is destroyed by an aging hit the 
z__. 

physiological age of the organ ~tau years ~ad Gf the general 

physiological age of the indiv i dual i.e. the fraction of the 

surviving cell of the organism at death is lowere« by a factor 

of 2 than the fraction of the surviving cell of the body in general 

( see ( ) ). Thus, at the age of death, the maximum output of 

the organ is in toto lowered by a factor of than would be 

the output of the same organ in an individual of same physiological age 

who is free from this particular organ specific €ault. Since the 
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reduction factor for the last aging hit is 

( ) 

we may say that the organ affected by an organ specific fault 
L(._,l' ., ( 

' - 18 at the time of death is
1 

3 years older than corresponds 

to the general physiological age of the individual. ~ (gn-

siderations of this sort, :th1 3? might conceivably explain u-

the existence of organ specific phenomena
1

presumably 

determined by heredity
1
which rema i n latent through middle age ~ ~ 

whi~become ma~st beyond middle age. 

If the aver~~e number of organ specific per individual 

in the population is f~ small, then such be 

expected to have any effect on the 

the distribution of ages at death we had rr= .7 /1 ~ 
"' this would mean that one person iu /.fwo is afflicted with an organ 

/ 
specific fault and one person n four is afflicted with two - in 

general ~differenJM[rgan sp:cific faults. We would then have to 
y ~~---

take into account the / fact that two organ specific faults may not 
a.... 

necessarily cause a person to die earlier than i f he ha~ only 
( fJ.-J~ - -
~ two faults ~ t~ the possibility arises that the shape of the 

distribution of the ages at death might be affected in a manner 

~~ the general theory of aging here presented, has 

taken into account. 
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~Changing the Load of Faults: 

If, as a result of living under "modern" conditions our load 

of faults shotiti, in time, be doubled, then the aver·age adult 

woman wG.uld live "h~ years shorter than she does oday. 

For n = 2.5 we have ~ Thus, the 

physiological age of the average female at 65 ould be the same 

as that of the average 80 year old woman Similarly, the 

physiological age of a woman of 35 would that of a 

50 year old woman of today. 

If we were to assume that uld amount 

I) 
I 

than 
~~ -... 
~ ........ ~ ~I"Y't- ~ 

f'"//1' l /t 
t.-~ ~·~ {/ ~ · 

occur, 

in time, through to ionizing 

radiation )generation after generation 7 in an intensity that 

doubles the spontaneous mutation rate. Such a doubling of our 

load of faults might conceivably occur also as a result of the 

urrently practice~pattern of controlling the family size which 

ight conceivabl~eliminate the most important of the selection 

which tend to keep our load of raults low by counter-

balancing the generation of new faults through spontaneously 

ocfurring mutations. 

Neither of these two considerations need to give rise to alarm, 

as we shall Bho~e rat of rise of our load 

of faults may be expected to be slow; thus we shall have a fairly 

long period of grace in which we may reflect on how best to cope 

with the danger involved. ~ 

We may in this contextTask (~how much advantage the 

genetically perfect(faultless
1

female would have over the average 

female of today. I 



.. .. . . 
• 

the genetically perfect woman would at 50 

same physiological age as the 

most probable age at death would be 

If n were larger than 2.5 the advan 

s of age have the 

) 
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The Number of Segments per Chromosome and the Difference 

between the Life Expectancies of the Female and the Male : 

Instead of assuming that a whole chromosome is destroyed 
~ (. ~.-/.._,? ';....../ 

in each aging hit, we might t~tta~ve4~choose to assume that 

the elementary step in the process of ag i ng consists in the 

random destruction of, say, 1/~/a~hromosome,~d o~might 
aSlk i£ cate:~ go even fur~liil,: t~at each 

chromosome consists of g segments and that the elementary step 

in the process of aging ~ consist7in the random destruction of 
J/_ -t fL.._ t~A 

such~egments independently of each other. B¥ /,a~'ii-R..er K lar~ and (itt. 
,..__._~ ~t. ... t'-" ~--~~fit,":!::; 

r.v/ ff,}q~ight rurth~!!W~~~~ s:e;:-;;g~ e;rae\ 1 Y 
oRaA~ Hs cr~•ac terj4)1stead of M• iug 'bo assume""-'J!.at the large 

portion of a chromosome is destroyed i~ an individual aging hit, 
,..,.....,... ~( ~( h7.) ;e._ l'f? t' t ~ 'I~' 
on~ might pQrhapa ee ~e ~ ae&~-tn~ the aging process con

I' 

sists in a sequence of point mutations of the genetic substance 
lj) ~ ~ -

of the somatic cell.~ A theory of this kind would(ITot work and 

' this may be seen as follows. 

may say that the male is born with g "aging hits 11
• Accordingly, 

P.~ 
-4f we ch:oosQ for g a valve \.-ltieh is l arger:-eempaP&ta=tl@l ~we 

would expect the adult male to have a ~s%hritia~lower life 
L_ .te 0- /.1_/ _..,/ A.--6 -expectancy than the adult female.~7 if ~ f ~-- - -

Actually, on the basis of the 1949-50 census, the maximum 

number of deaths for white males occurs between the ages of 77 

and 78, i.e. at an age three years below that 

On the basis of the assumption that g = 1 
It, (.t,.~H I ' 't ,..-. 

a difference of ta11, al39JJ! 6 years, provi ded that we ee:n assl!HI'le 
r~~ ::r ,~;~ . 

the value of ~is exactly the sam] asjfor thefemale. 



• 

XX 
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Jv< 
/.'/ Actually~~e value 

difference in ti:.~A ~~f~~ expectancy of the adult male and the ~ 
W"~ ~ ~-~~.- .:(I ?I ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.'r' ~ / 

small, where~ if g were large, the difference would ~ 

difference between the life expectancy of the female and the male ~ 

g ~ f is indeed substantially increasing with increasing g 
u ~~~ 

may be seen as follows. If g is other than 1 (~~ ) ~( p aced by 

.,t.. _(_ :: ~ ,J. ( I ~-e_
1 ;;;t ;-y·_ '""'/ ( I - L ;:::_J)-... 

< ) f-ti rr-..v t1 Ct ,tJ&t,L ~ , ~ A 
(IA.-W( ~) "iU t(] 1 ~ ~c:: ~~__, ~ trlf" r 

From this it may be seen 
1

in conjunct i on with ( ( 1') ~ 

that n increases somewhat faster than g. Since, according to 

) ~falls with 
I ~ 

( 027 it follows that ~ La• 1(. J 

the difference between the life expectancy of the female and the 

male - must increase somewhat faster than Vi' Thus, in 

view of the fact that the life expectancy of the male i s not much 

smaller than that of the female, we are led to believe that g 

cannot be very large.~ecause, however, f* might.~ be some

what smaller for the male than for the female, we would not want 

to exclude the poss i bility that g might, for instance, have a value 

of consist 

in i nstead 

of a whole chromosome. r I / 
As may be seen from our equations, for a fixed value of n, 

~ {1.; ~ ~Vi-<"'• .r-< 
the value of f will rise when g i s increase~ om 
~{/ /h. ;::-_) ~~ ~ !!!::: .... 

Thl.lsj 4i f n ha4' a value of6. 5 ~t'tfl -woW;..,iiave @ , 

\} 

(v 
v 

~ k_t. -t""~t-'( ~c ~/}~14- -e;.lt1f / ~ ~ /:1.. 

,.. ~-~ f ~ ~l lA ft'Y" "-:;' 2- ""'' (.. If-!.~~ v / ~~ ~ ~ -5 _, 
~ Similar~y, if gi g i s ~~rger~h5~ a fixed value of f* 
4tJ, I}~ (,tt/ I "l /! P.(f, I ~ 
w:tn ha:rv"e a--.l.aP88P va1y,~ 'thaa l.t won l Q, have foi g - I a J 

It •1./'/ -z;- / ~ '"""-. 
a:ceordin'l:I:Y/ the corresponding value of tf::ttl-would ~e l euer. ~L • W) 

~ p-:::. '1-- ~ 1-b' ~ 3 --w.. I~ ~~~ 'VL £_ s- ~ ~ 
~ k ?t l t. L 2. ~ t.~N '!_ < 'n..<.J ~ ~~ 

~----------------
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